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VOLUME lfi

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 7, 1902
tract corn was again made evident

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, North Dakota Missouri, Ohio. Michigan, MassaSouth
chusetts. Kansas. Wisconsin.
Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, New York, In
diana, Illinois and Minnesota.
The formal opening exercises of the
convention will take place tomorrow
in Exposition hall, which
A
Gather- afternoon
has been magnificently decorated for Convict
the event with flags, bunting, palms,
flowers and shrubs and the inevitable
All
,
pictures of the Little Red School
House. There will be addresses of
welcome by Governor Van Sant, Hon.
At Least Fifteen Thousand J. W. Olsen, state superintendent ot City of New York Gets One
public instruction; Mayor Ames. Superintendent Jordan, of the Minneap
Present.
olis public schools, atjd President Cy
Battleship.
rus ixortnrop, or the university or Minnesota. The music for the opening ex
Papers Relating to Taxation Were ercises will be rendered by a massed Every Freight House in Chicago Tied
choir which has been rehearsing tor
several weeks.
Read This Morning.
Up by Strike.

Ti

Distinguished
ing at Minneapolis.

to-

day when July corn broke the record
or recent years by going to 84 K cents.
The close was 84 cents, 7 cents higher
than the previous close, (Thursday).

STILL AT URGE

MEET

NUMBER 189

T

R

Town Destroyed.

Guthrie. Okla... July 7. The town of
White Horse, an old Indian trading
post oft the railroad in Woods county,
was destroyed by fire yesterdav. The
loss Is ,.0.000. A. Phillips, a farmer,
was burned fatally.
Extremely Quiet.
Wilkesbarre. Pa., July 7. The ninth
week of the anthracite coal miners'
strike opened extremely quiet. The
conditions around the collieries remain
unchanged.

Tracy Eluded
Pursuers.

City Officers Removed
by Force.
Coronation Will be in Month

odore Muensterman. the popular
' ..l road avenue shoe merchant, and
Otto Berger, of the French bakery,
are at the Jemex hot springs taking
the baths and enjoying themselves.
.

conservative estimate put3 the
amount of money spent this summer
INDIANS ARE ANGRY.
on the Pacific coast by Albuquerque
people at $50,000.
It wouldn't take
years at that price for the city
AGAINST BUCKET SHOPS.
Minneapolis, July 7. Bright skies many
Seattle, Wash., July ".By the longto build an artificial lake of Its own.
and baliy breezes greeted the teachest Jump he has taken so far, Tracy, Chicago Board of Trade Gains Nearly
ers and educators who arrived here
the Oregon murderer, has completely
Every Point.
SANTA
CATALINA.
today to attend the session of the Nademoralized all the carefully laid plans
Kansas City, Mo., July 7. Judge
tional Educational association. All into capture him. On Friday he left the
coming trains brought large delegavicinity of Bothell and on Saturday Hook, in the United States district
tions. The meetings of the day are The Favored Resort of Beautiful noon he reached Port Madison. Last court today, in handing down a decis
those of the national council and of
night at 6 o'clock, he was reported as ion in the suit brought by the Chicago
seen on the outside of Deception Pass board of trade against the Christie
the Indian educational Bection. The
California.
Southern
council is the inner circle of the assobetween Fidalgo and Whidby Islnads. Grain & Stock company of Kansas
ciation and an election to it is esteemHis zigzag course and unexpected City to prevent the use of the Chicago
ed a high honor. Memberships are limmovements once more placed him be- board s quotations, held against the
SOME LOCAL PmKAGRAPHS.
yond immediate danger. His objective bucket shop on almost every point. An
ited and run for life. Nathan C. Shaef-fer- ,
of Harrisburg, state superintendpoint is now supposed to be Whatcom, appeal to the United States supreme
where, It is stated, he expects to meet court will be taken. In its suit filed
ent of public instruction of Pennsyla friend.
vania, read a paper on "Taxation as It Special Correspondence.
Cub Merlll, said to be a a year ago. the Chicago board of trade
Relates to School Maintenance." In Santa Catalina, Cal., July 2. "A land brother of Merrill, the convict who es- claimed proprietary right in its quo
part he said:
where winter hath fair summer wed." caped with Tracy, rives there. Satur- tations and under the new bucket shop
A bit of the world by itself, pictur day night, while Intoxicated, he said
to compel grain specula"Taxation for school purposes is
now the accepted policy of every civil- esquely located in the Pacific ocean, Tracy was on his way to that place tors in different states to pay for the
The Christie company
ized country. The nature and purposes fifty miles from Los Angeles and and he arranged to meet him. Scouts use of them.
of taxation should be taught in con- reached by fast and commodious have been sent to patrol the shore line fought the case on the ground the Chinection with history and civil govern steamers sailing daily from San Pedro of Chuckamut Bay below Fairhaven, cago board of trade in itself is a buckment. One of the highest tests of pa harbor. It is certainly an ideal place where It is itelieved Tracy will attempt et shop without standing and further,
triotism is found in a willingness to to spend the hot months of a southern to land. Anacortns has two launches its quotations are public property. The
vav a just share of tax for the support summer. It is not tne small speck of guarding the passes and deputy sher suit was in the form of an application
of the government and the education volcanic lava as is generally supposed, iffs are flocking from all Bides to join by the board of trade for a temporary
The best method of but a little continent of 47,000 acres the man hunt. Sheriff Hammond, of injunction.
of the people.
state taxation for school purposes con of plains and valleys, blessed with a Jefferson county, and a number of
HABERELE BENEFIT.
siBts in setting apart a millage of tax most delightful
sunsinny climate. guards left Port Townsend in the rev
which cannot be diverted to other pur Every convenience necessary to the enue cutter Grant in search of the
poses. Taxation of railroads and other comfort, of modern living can be ob murderer. Sheriff Cudahy, with a large Net Receipts Were Something Over a
property to raise a fund lor otstriDU tained on this little continent. Avalon, number of heavily armed men, is on
Hundred Dollars.
tlon among the school districts serves the metropolis,' and the only settle- the tug Sea Lion in pursuit of the fugiprogram
A
of sports was arfine
which
townships
any
of
ment of
size, nestles in the mouth tive. Another posse from Jefferson
to aid the schools
for yesterday afternoon at the
have no railroads or other valuable cf a little valley on the east side of the county is aboard the revenue launch ranged
the Haberle benefit
corporate property. The directors or island, and faces on the tiny bay of Scout.
Tracy had a good fifteen fair grounds for good
crowd out to en- and there was a
controllers who are responsible for the Avalon. The entrance of the bay is hours' start of his pursuer and was In Joy
ihcm. Habene did not know until
running of the schools. Bhould have guarded on both the right and the left a Bail boat, to man which he Impressed WNSterday
that a benefit was to ue
power up to a fixed limit to specify by immense granite rocks. The rocr a farm hand at the point of a Winches
His recent hemorhages
the amount of tax to be raised for to the north is termed the sugar loaf, ter. He will probably kill the 'man and given for him. of
his voice and he Is
fcchool and building purposes. Argu because of its resemblance to the sink the boat, thereby destroying all caused a loss
to speak above a whisper
ments should be addressed to tax pay snow white crystal in the glare of the traces of his wherealouts until he now unable
the affection of bis
ers. designed to show that money morning sun. The rock to the south chooses to show himself to the people but it is hoped only
temporary. He
vocal cords Is
,
BDent in the right education of the peo is called gull's fort. It is part of a again.
celebrated his benefit day by sitting up
ple is the best investment of public mountain ridge that projects boldly
for a short time for the first time.
funds ever made. Money raised for Into the sea. The face of this rock is
NEW YORK WINS.
A fair program of races was given
municipal and educational purposes very steep and unapproachable to the
an exhibition
should be expended honestly and wise' inquisitive tourist, and there the sea One of the Battleships Will be Built and'E. VV. Dodson went
mile on bis moter cycle in 2:224.
ly; otherwise a limit of taxation may gulls build their nests. The hotel ac
There.
be reached, beyond which it will he inv commodations of the island cannot be
Washington, D. C, July 7. Secretary The Italian band, resplendent in new
possible to raise money for the main' excelled. The Grand View, although Moody today, after a consultation with uniforms worn for the first time, and
tenanco and Improvement of our sys not the largest hotel in Avalon, has the the bureau chiefs, gave orders that the Old Albuquerque band, furnished
largest water front and the best view one of the battleships authorized at the music.
tems of public instruction."
The feature of the day was the ball
Alnert O. Lane, district superintend of the bay. The table and service Is the last session of congress le cononr of schools, of Chicago, read a excellent. Music and entertainment structed at the New York navy yard. game between the Browns and the
paper on "Taxation and Teachers' Sal' every evening. The rates of this hos- The secretary was under strong pres- Old Albuquerque Reds. T'.ie latter
game
telry are very reasonable.
aries." He said:
sure in this matter. Besides New York, won by a score of 4 to 3. The
The marine gardens which surround Norfolk and Boston were strong com- was an interesting one to see and had
"If effective instruction is to be to
parted to all children, more generous the Santa Catalina form a most won- petitors for the work. The secretary there been no errors, not a run would
provision must be made for ample derful natural aquarium. Through the decided New York could do the work have been Bcored in the nine innings
played. Ward Anderson pitched ior
compensation of teachers, for a per- window of the famous glass bottom cheaper and quicker.
the Browns and Hani ..8 for the Old
manency in their work and for cen- boats visitors can view the marvelous
Town. The score by innings was:
wonders of the deep. Perfect forests
tralized schools in rural districts."
SERIOUS
BLOW.
Old Albuquerque. 0 0 0 0 1 2 o 1 o 4
At the session of the Indian educa of sea weed (or kelp as it Is called by
0
tion section President McCowan read the curio vender), growing from beau- All Freight Handlers in Chicago Are Browns
Batteries Old Albuquerque Rambs
the annual address and a large num- tiful lawns of moss, tinted with all the
on
Out
Called
Strike.
Browns Anderson and
and Brown.
ber of papers were read by Indian edu- fascinating colors of the gold guarding
Chicago,
7.
strike cf Stevens.
rainbow. There among the branches 9,000 treightill., July at The
cators.
was
Chicago
handlers
The benefit netted a little over a
Estimates of the number of Strang of this wonderful forest is to lie tound
today and every freight house $100.
ers within the city's gates this morn the home of the gold perch and schools called
twenty-fouthe
railroads concerned
The black and of
Ine run all the way from 15,000 to 20, of emerald fishes.
is practically tied up. Business men
000, the latter figure being probably spined echinus, star fishes, sea cucum
HIS NEW HOME.
In bers, abalones and octopi are to be fear the strike will be the most serious
Cnnsnleilous
nnni.ct thn markaffected
in
that
Interests
has
their
rlbffons
they have seen clinging to the rocks at the bottheir badges and
The strike was called by a John S. Beaven Now in His New Coa,
possession of the hotels, ciuus, princi tom, while in the intervening water, years.
Office.
at a meeting of
committee
pal streets in the business section scores of jelly fish ol amusing forms 1,000 freightappointed
night.
handlers
held
last
proprietor of the
Beaven,.
S.
John
narks, halls, school houses and church and shapes captivate the eye with one The
committee was instructed to call Clarkville coal yards, is now to be
those continued feast.
es. It is a notable gathering of or
t
within
hours unless found comfortably located In his neat
in
The amusements of Catalina are a strike
vhn have assumed the mission
railroads should meet the demands new office building at the corner of
struetlng mankind from the first many and far reaching. Every pleas- the
at once lor an increase in Coal avenue and South First street,
stages in the kindergarten to the final ure and sport to be enjoyed on the of the men
extra pay for overtime and hol- having finished moving today.
ones in the university. Men and wom- mainland, can be found on the little waged,
and recognition of their union.
The building is on the Spanish
en distinguished in their chosen field continent. The bathing and boating is idays
on these instructions was taken
Action
style, the same as that folevery
turn.
at
good
as
fishing,
is
as
unexcelled.
The
encountered
are to be
was
expected.
than
lowed in the Alvarado hotel and depot
Registered at one or other of tho it is anywhere on the Pacific coast. sooner
any
impossible
It was all but
for
buildings. The walls are cement. On
hotels, or the guests of leading fami Tennis courts and golf links are pro freight
enter Chicago or to leave it each side of the building are cement
nes nrp mirh eminent educators as vided. Concerts and dancing in open today. toMany
of the railroads had arches through which driveways run.
Superintendent James A. Foshay, of air pavilion every evening. The music
small forces of men previously hired On the front above the door standing
Los Aneeles. Cal.; President Nicholas is furnished by an excellent band. on
hand when the strike was called out in bold faced raised letters. Is the
Murray Butler, of Columbia univers There is also sport for the man with
by adding to it men from other de- name of the proprietor John S. Beavlev President Jacob Gould SohurnianT. the gun. Doves and quail abound on and
managed to handle the per- en. North of the door, on the side of
the island. Wild goats and foxes are partments,
of Cornell university; Hon. William
commodities,
in hiring non- tho building Is the word coal and on
Harris T'nited States commission of to be found. Hunting flying fish in a ishable
men, it is said the railroads run the south is the word, wood, both In
steam launch Is rather exciting sport union
education; Professor Thomas C.
a serious risk of bringing alout a the same lettering as that used above
of the University of Michigan; An 'expert sportsman with a shot gun strike
of teamsters, who recently won
door.
is able to secure several of these sol
President William It. Harper, of the
their fight from thtj packers. The theThrough the north driveway, on the
I'nlversity of Chicago; J. J. Doyne, of
fish with their
teamsters,
absois
will
said,
it
refuse
Little Rock; Superintendent JohnKernH wines. The big Tunas rush in, driv lutely to have anything to do with same side of the oltlee are the scales.
ing the flying fish out of the water in freight
These scales are of Monarch make
Winemnn. of Pine Bluff. Ark.: J.
in any way handled ly non- and made especially for the Clarkville
sen Bishop, of Cincinnati; President (locks like quail, and at this time a union
inhelp.
men
out
The
called
yards. No expense has been spared
Charles W. Dahney. of the .University hunter on a launch can pick them off, clude foremen, check,
receiv- to equip the office wi
comfort and
nf Tennessee: Professor fc,dwin o San Pedro wharf is reached by many ing
delivery
callclerks,
sealers,,
and
of Illinois; routes, but the best and most conven
Electricity, sanitary
convenience.
rioter nf the University
coopers,
weighmasters,
stevedores,
Dr. William Bayard Craig, of Drake lent means is the Catalina flyer on the ers and elevator men. Chief of rolice plumbing and water, are a few of the
university: J. N. Wilkinson, or bm Spit Lake route. Quite a number of O'Neill,
necessary comforts. John Hart wbh
when notified the strike had the contractor.
of Albuquerque visitors are at present en
,via Kan.: Charles P. Warner,
sinrinpfleld. Mass.: MissRodz Selleck joying the sea breezes along the Pa been called, sent orders to his suborto make every preparation to
Back from California.
of Indianapolis; President Joseph cific. Mr. and Mrs. U. w. Johnson and dinates
of Indiana university; J. F Miss Daisy Poyas are comfortably lo preserve order.
Joe Barnett and wife, who have been
sojourning at Los Angeles and Santa
Millsiiaueh. of Winona. Minn.; J. H cated in a cottage at Long Beach.
Indians are Angry.
O. W. Strong and family and Mrs.
fiiillins. of Birmingham, Ala.; Super
Okla., July 7. The Chey- Catalina island the past few weeks,
Guthrie,
Harry Strong are stopping at Mr enne Indians near Calumet, Canadian returned to the city this morning. Mr.
intendent J. M. Greenwood, of Kansas
Sehaeffer, state super Strong's summer cottage at Ixmg co'.inty,
cifr. Vatban C. public
are reported to be holding a Barnett lelng summoned back in reinstruction of Beach and enjoying the refreshing air council of war. They are angry over Mionne to telegrams regarding the
intendent of
delightful resort. Mrs. W. W. an order issued by trie Indian agent, cave-iof the Weinmann adobe wall
Pennsylvania: Superintendent Charles of
li nntiert. of Rochester. N. V.; and Strong and Miss Flora Vann are visit prohibiting the practicing of tortures, on the west side of his property, cor
u'ra Carrie Chapman Catt, of New ing friends at Pabadena. Mr. and Mrs. so called, incident to their sun dance. ner of Railroad avenue and Second
Charles Mausard left San Francisco, The whites are ecoming frightened. street. As to the damages done and
York city.
Headquarters ror tne various siaies bnd are now sailing toward Portland This is the first time the dances of the Mho U responsible, those interested
were located this morning at the hotels Ore. Miss Edith Everett is in San Cheyennes have been stopped by gov- he Id a meeting this afternoon and discussed certain matters. It is under
and will remain open during the week. Frncisco. Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Flour ernment authorities.
stood that all parties concerned are
At the West are located delegates from noy and daughter, Miss Nellie, are
California, Vir- stopping at the Metropole, on Catalina
willing to arrive at some satisfactory
July Corn Soared.
the following states:
Chicago. 111., July 7. The grip of the adjustment of the unfortunate acci
ginia, Louisiana. Maryland. Florida, Island. Joe Barnett and wife are stopMontana, New Jersey, Utah, Colorado, ping at the Hollenbeck at Los Angeles. Gates crowd on the local supply of con- dent.
FORMAL OPENING.

Ex-

The second hand dealers all report
big business with country neoole
last Saturday.

n
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True-Moo-

dier-lik- e

sword-shape-
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Uu-ai-
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stenographer and several Albuquerque
attorneys, are at Gallup, where the
July term of the lucKlnley county
court convened this morning. Owing
to the sudden illness of Mrs. Dame, the
district clerk, Capt. W. E. Dame, was
unable to make the trip to Gallup.
Col. Borradalle states that the First
Regiment band, N. G., N. M., under ue
directorship of James Devine will give
a concert at Robinson park Sunday
evening. The program will be published l&'er.

of August.

Eastern Weather Ranges From
Train Derailed.
Ushon. July 7. The Madrid express
cessive Heat to Cloudbursts.
was derailed today, owing to some unknown cause near Guarda (Portugal).
Nearly all the cars were wrecked. Six
persons were killed and twenty-seveOBJECT TO TAXATION.
injured.

A

District clerk:" F. W. Clancy, district
prosecuting attorney; H. P. Owen, the

I7M

... -.- 1

r

.

A

r n

A

v.

rahams, of the Equitable Life AssurSan Jose, Cal., July 7. The most ance society, are at home from a bussensational scene In the history of the iness trip to the northern cities.
local city government was enacted today. The attempt of Mayor Martin
IN PROBATE COURT.
and City Clerk Cottle to retain possession of their offices resulted in failure.
Mayor-elec-

t

Worswlck,

Clerk-elec-

t

Bel-lo-

ll

ap- Will of Frederick Burrus Was Ad
and several councllmen-elec- t
peared In the council chamber and ordered Chief of Police Haley to remove
mitted to Probate.
Martin and Cottle. They resisted and
had to be choked and carried out

bodily.

WHAT IT CONTAINS.

CROWNED IN AUGUST.
Probate conrt was in session this
Edward's Recovery so Rapid the Date morning and the will ot the late Fred
Is Fixed.
erick Burrus was proven and admitted
London, July 7. King Edward will to probate. It is dated November 16.
be crowned between August 11 and
1901. and after providing for his bur-ia- i
His recovery has been so rapid and
and the payment of his debts, gives
satisfactory the above decision was
five dollars each to Fred Burrus, Louis
at today. No official announce- Burrus, George Burrus and S. Caroline
ment of the fact has yet been made. Fink. To John A. Cuneo he gave $100
The pageant through the streets and and the same sum is bequeathed to
ceremony at Westminster Abbey will Mary Fink but it is to be held by Mrs.
be much curtailed from the original Mathilde Cuneo until she Is 21 years
plan.
old and then pau to her.
At 10 o'clock this morning the folMr. Burrus provided laat during the
lowing bulletin on King Edward's con- firBt year after his death $100 is to be
was
posted:
dition
paid from the estate for charity. This
"The king had a fine, natural sleep is to be done by Mrs. Cuneo and she Is
progress
and
continues uninterrupted. given absolute freedom as to whom,
The wound is discharging Ireely and when or the manner in which this sum
is less painful to dress."
is to be expended. The will also pro
vides that out of the bequest to Mrs.
EASTERN WEATHER.
Cuneo she shall spend five dollars a
month for charity for five years. She
Both Excessive Heat and Cioud Bursts is unlnstructed as to where or how It.
shall be spent.
Are Reported.
After the above bequests are paid
Pittsburg, Pa.,' July 7: Snc deaths
and a score of prostrations Is tne rec- the balance of the estate, both real and
ord of the past twenty-fouhours. At personal is left to Mrs. Cuneo in ap
preciation of her care of him. 'the
10 o'clock this morning the thermometer registered 85 degrees with the will specifies- as the real estate be
mercury still rising and promising to longing to him a house and lot at 311
pass the year's record. Last night was North Second street, a house and lot
the hottest of the season. There was on Third street jurt south of the Ger
much suffering among the mill work- man Lutheran church and a house and
s
ers aud many were forced io return lot on West Tijeras east of Moses
property.
to their homes.
The will named Mrs. Cuneo as ex
Rain and Cloudburst.
ecutrix but a codical dated December
Olean, N. Y., July 7. A heavy rain 4. 1901. said the estate had been Inand cloudburst did much damage formed she would be unable to serve
throughout Alleghany county yester- so he would revoke the appointment
Many washouts along and name Joe Barnett as executor.
day morning.
the Rochester division of the Western
Melqulades Martinez was appointed
New York and Pennsylvania railroads administrator of the estate of Jesus
occurred and all trains arc abandoned. Romero of Rancher de Albuquerque.
On the Erie railroad washouts have
The will of Tomasa Drijlllo was ad
occurred at several points between mitted to probate.
Salamanca and Hornellsvllle and at
WILL PUSH IT
Sdo the bridge was carried away.
Much stock was killed by lightning.
and Paul Fahr, 10 years old, was No Time Will Be Lost on the Santa Fe
Cut Off.
drowned.
A preliminary survey will be made
Pnttnm anH. r.nu.r.H.
through Hell canyon within a few days
I'tica N. Y.. Julv 7. The Mrihawk by a Santa e engineering corps to
river has risen ahove us hanks irom test the feasibility of that pass as an
Home eastward and the water now entrance into Albuquerque for the silt
covers thousands of acres of heavy off from Portales to the Santa Fe pad-flgrass ready to harvest and all bottom
The question Is to find the easiest
lands devoted to mixed farming. In route into the city. It Is expected the
vdIIpv the surveying corps now at work in Oklauftmo iilAPf.a In tlii Mnhnu-farmers lost nearly all the crops of homa will be moved here, as the work
tins year irom wgu water.
Is completed there, and will begin the
final survey from Portales.
Deluge.
Heavy
Last week sixty mule teams were
message
Buffalo. N. Y.. July 7. A
in El Paso and will be sent
secured
from Belfast, below Portageville, says
Portales at once. They were wanted
the flood there equaled the deluge the to
grade of the Santa Fe Central
year of the Johnstown flood. Ixss of on the
were entered Into for
life at Belfast has been reported but and negotiations
them but they were secured by the
the message made no mention of any Santa
Fe.
casualties.
STRONG INSTITUTION.
Object to Taxation.
Davenport. Iowa. July 7. At today's
to Bank of Commerce
session ot the national convention of Attention Called
Statement.
the North American Turneil.uud a
The Citizen presents the report of
movement for the exemption of property of Turner societies from taxation the condition of the Bank ofof this
and asks the readers
was reneweil. The contention is the
to read over carefully the figTurner properties are devoted to phy paper
ures. It preaents the fac t that since
sical and mental training and should tl.e
the business of the
not be taxed more tuan schools, chart bank last report in
deposits alone nearincreased
ties and Chrihtian association proper ly $200,000,
showing a positive concluties.
sion that this institution is substantially gaining tavor with the banking
BACK FROM THE PECOS.
public. Its officers are among the best
direcJ. W. Edwards, the undertaker, and financiers of the city, while the
a list of
W. V. Futrelle, the furniture dealer, tory of the bank constitutesamong
the
known as
have returned to the city alter remain' named who aremen
New
central
of
business
solid
away
nshlng
hunting
ten days
and
ing
is all
on the upper Rio Pecos reserve, they Mexico. The Bank of Commerce
Citizen cheerfully recreport having had a splendid time, and right, and The
strongest
Mr. Edwards says the Fourth of July ommends it as- - one of the
dinner served at Winsor's was one of banking Institutions la the whole
the finest meals he ever enjoyed. The southwest.
guests had provided themselves with
Report Good i ime.
the usual Fouith of July firecrackers
picnic parly composed of young
The
and the great Amerlean national holi people who have doing Bear canyoa
day wa appropriately observed.
blnce Thursday night, returned homo
last night. They report having had a
County Commissioners.
exception or two or
county
The
commissioners were in fine time, with
who came home
party
of
the
three
today
only
but rontflderc-session
was composed of:
routine matters. The session was a sick. The party
Ethel Gatlin, Nellie llessler.
brief one and final adjournment was Misses
Mary and Bessie Telfer. Moore, and
taken this atternoon.
Helen Finch, and Messrs. Lee Hutchinson, Glen and Bernalillo Bearrup and
At Gallup.
Judge B. S. Baker, judge of this Ju James Foley. The party was chaperdicial district; G. V. Crosby, deputy oned by Mesdames Gatlin and Teller.
ar-riv-
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BUSINESS

OUR SODA

FOUNTAIN
IS KEPT TURNED ON THESE DAYS.
WE SERVE THE
AND
POPULAR
MOST DELICIOUS ICE CREAM SODAS
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.
COME WITH THE CROWD.

PROPRIETORS

JJJbuqucrque Daifij

OF ALVARADO PHARMACY.

to perhaps twice the extent of
(Jifijctj lation
any ordinary congressional district,

but has also to continuously defend
itself against all sorts of pernicious atHUGHES ft McCHEIGHT, Publishers tacks.
He declared that more than
f
of his time during the present
Editor session was occupied in fighting for
Thos. Hughes
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed. his territory's use of its waters, and
in fighting fraudulent land grants, reserves, leasing laws, etc., and that It
Publish Dally and Weekly.
wa3 utterly impossible for a delegate
to serve on one or more committees
of the house, attend to his usual duties
wnicn are large in a territory, nnd do
Associated Press afternoon dispatches all this additional defensive work.
Largest City and County Circulation
The central committees of both poThe Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation litical parties should invite propositions from the different towns of the
Copies of this paper may be fauna territory in regard to the place for
on file at Washington in the office ot holding the fall conventions. Several
our special correspondent, E. Q.
towns are anxious to secure these con818 F street. N. W., Washington, ventions, and the committees could be
relieved of considerable responsibility
It. U.
by asking for proposals,
'the town of
New Mexico demands 8tatehooa fering the best Inducements In the way
of halls, hotels and other conveniences
Congress.
frori the
should be selected. There is consider
able expense to each committee In
Terms of Subscription:
Dally, by mall, one year
fs 00 holding these conventions, and the
8 00 towns securing the meetings
should
DaUy, by mull, six month
1 60 provide for these expenses.
Dally, by mail, three moruixs
one-hal-

SIg-ger-

FIfty-Sevtnt-

h

60
Dally, ..y mall, one month
76
Dally, by carrier, one month
APPENDICITIS.
Weekly, by mall, per year
I 00
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
A
leading
Washington specialist Is
In the c.iy at the low rate of 20 rents per
week, or for 7a cents per month, when quoted as follows, in the Washington
paid monthly. Tl se rates are less than Star, in regard to appendicitis:
tboae ot any other dally paper in the
"As to the advisability of an operaterritory.
tion, that Is a matter of opinion, hut in
gangrenous inflammation,
Work will liegin on the Albuquerque the event of
and other dangerous complications. It
Eastern railroad In October.
Is Imperative. Physicians are often
blamed for the loss of a case which the
The indications are good that there operation will develop that the condiwill be little opposition In the senate tion was such that the patient was beto the statehood bill.
yond medical or surgical aid liefore the
operatiou was even begun. These in
Timber cutting on the Pecos forest stances are largely the result of the
reserve should lie stopped. That great patient's delay in the Initial treatment.
watershed of New Mexico should be Under the old treatment, cases of approtected.
pendicitis were largely diagnosed as
inflammation of the bowels. The pubThe Albuquerque Eastern road Is al- lic should not lorget that the first opermost assured. The road will be forty-seve- ation for appendicitis was performed
miles In length and It will proba- as late as, I believe, 1887. It is absurd
bly be completed to this city by the to suppose that medical science may
master a new condition of disease in
first of next April.
a. moment, and it should be borne in
Governor Otero returned to Santa mind thnt where patients once died
Fe yesterday afternoon from Raton, from Inflammation of tne bowels they
and reports that the people of that city now liveTnrough appendicitis. There
held a largely attended celebration on is much" needless fear regarding this
disease, too. I would much prefer takthe Fourth of July.
ing my chances ot recovery from an
appendicitis than from
Judge Benjamin S. Baker and Hon. operation for
though 1 am of
F. A. Hubbell. of this city, made neat an attack or typhoid, profession
which
of
the
brancn
that
Silspeeches at the Elks banquet at
with favor upon the
ver City, and Judge Baker in the dis- does notof look
an operation at once under
guise of an Irish policeman, captured theory
all circumstances."
the whole population of that city.

Economize ny trading at The Economist.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservallne or coloring in Matthews' Jersev nllK.
Kleinwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice

gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardwire company.
Demlng is a great health resort-h- as
no superior In climate for the cure
ot pulmonary troubles.
Look into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can1 get them cheap In Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths In this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now This demand con- tinues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South First street,
over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
is prepared
give
thorough
to
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
the compleion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff And hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, bhe also has a very fine tooth
powder, which Bhe guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
o
CLOUDCROFT

STATEHOOD STATUS.
An entirely wrong impression has
gone out over the country with reference to the strength of the statehood
bill In the United States senate. The
fact is that there are from thirty to
thirty-fiv- e
republican senators iu favor
of the admission to statehood of one,
two or all of the territories applying,
and between eighteen and twenty in
favor of the omnious bill as it stands.
The democrats in the senate are a unit
lor the omnibus statehood bill as it
stands. A poll ot the senate 6hoved
6ixty-ni- r
senout of the eighty-eigh- t
ators in favor of statehood in some
form. On the day that Senator Quay
forced the opposition to fix a day in
December for the bill, if he could
have obtained a vote on the floor of
the senate, the omnibus bill as it
stands would have received a vote of
lorty-flvto thirty-eigh- t
in its favor,
or a majority of seven as the vote
stood. The statehood bill has many
friends who will vote for it on the flour
of the senate when properly brought
there, who would not vote to take it
away from the committee in the unusual manner it was sought to be done,
us it was considered an affront to the
majority of the committee on terrie

tories.

SILVER CITY CELEBRATION.
The delegation ol EIks from this
city who attended the celebration and
carnival at Silver City on the Fourth
of July are warm in their praise ol
the generous treatment extended to
by the patriotic
people of ttiat city.

them

and enterprising
The celebration

was a grand success in every particular and nothing occurred to mar the
lestivitus. The Klks bad worked hard
upon the preparations and the result
was one of the most pleasant and lively celebrations ever held in this territory. Col. John W. Fleming, the
mayor, was in charge of the lentivities
and he was ably assisted by faithful
committees. The queen of the Elks'
carnival. Miss Ollie YVhiU'hill. captured the Albuquerque delegation by
many gracious courtesb s extended to

tnem.
The Klks lodge at Silver City numbers about 125 members, and they are
iuc best people in that city. It is hoped
tnat the lodge has cleared a neat sum
by this carnival. No more enterprising society exists in the territory, and
it deserves the united support of the
community.

HAS NO VOTE.
Delegate Kodey, in his speech before
the committee on territories of the
United States senate, on Saturday, the
2Sth ot June, lafct, made the truthful
statement that one of the most cogent
reasons why the people of the territories demand statehood, is because
they cannot, in the nature of tilings,,
be adequately represented by a single,
voteless delegate in congress. He declared that a great territory like New
Mexico, Oklahoma or Arizona, particularly his own territory, lias uot only
to seek necessary and beneficial legis

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive Improvements have
been made In the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
"I owe my whole life to Burdock
Blood Bitters.. Scrofulous sores cov- or further information regarding this
ered my body. I seemed beyond cure. summer resort, call on nearest coupon
B. B. B. has madp me a perfectly well ticket agent, or address,
'
A. N. BROWN,
woman." Mrs. Charles Hutton,

OF SHOES

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

JUDGES

OF SEASONABLE

BUY HERE

FABRICS

SAVE MONEY.

AND

G. P. A., E.

Mich.

I. Route.
El Paso, Texas.

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.

Ladies Shirt Waists at one-had
price. Buyers are crowding-thiand
way from far and near. Everybody buying shirt waists
now and buying them here.
lf

f

Cti)f

one-thir-

Wear a flannel coat and pants don't
need any vest; nice stylish flannel
goods, only $0.50. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
Denver. $25.15, round trip; Colorado
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
$20.15. round trip.
Tickets on sale
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE. June 1 to October 15. inclusive. Final
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Sec- return limit October 31, 1902.
ond street, every Tuesday. Thursday
Demlng has a magnificent school
and Saturday at G a. m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zla. Arrives system.
at tne Springs in time for supper.
Small Holding No. 3215.
Don't be deceived by people who tell
Notice for Puuiication,
you they will take you just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody Department of the Interior, United
Slates Land Oiliee. Santa Fe, N. M..
else has any change of stock on the
July 5th, 1102.
route. Ticke ts for sale at Trimble's.
Notice is hereby given thai the folJ. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
low in. named claimant has tl d notice
Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
of his intention to make final proof in
Is again In her studio, lis North Third suppoit of his claim under sections li
street. Parties who wish fine work In and 17 of the act of March 3. lstl, (2l
8511. as amended by the act of
artistic photography, should call and Stats..
February 21. lfc!3, (27 Stats.. ITu), and
leave their orders for the new carbon that
proof will le made before
photo, the latest in photographic are. Clerk said
Court at Albuquerque,
Probate
-- i
o
Special sale of furnishing goods, N. M., on the eleventh day of August,
Fernando Armijo for the
hats, shoes and clothing for men and I!ii2, viz: and
the Na SW'U Sec. 5
hoys at the Golden Rule Dry Goods X. SE'i.
Company. Do not miss this oppor- TP 13. N. R. 1W. following
He names the
witnesses to
tunity.
prove his actual continuous adverse
o
lots will possession of said tract for twenty
Investments In Demin
years next preceding the survey of the
double and treble in one year.
township, viz: Jesus MA. Sandoval,

QCr'tc

6o Dozen Ladies' Shirt Waists made of finest Glass
Cloth in brocaded effects, Fancy Piques and white Lawns
with two rows of Insertion. We sell you the waist for less
than the material cost. Kveryone a $1.25 value.
Take your pick
week, at each

50cts.

.

25 Dozen of Ladies' Shirt Waists, a great big assortment to pick
from, such as White Lawn Waists, Black Near Silk Waists, Linen Waists
and Madras Waists, some embroidery inserted, others tucked and corded,
every style imaginable, plenty of the best for everybody.
Match 'em if you dare for less than $1.50, our price this week

TETfc
' JvlO

10 Dozen of Ladies Finest Shirt Waists, made of the prettiest
Mercerized Grenadines you ever laid your eyes on, the kind you dream
about, in green and blue, warranted fast colors. Kach one fftp1"C
UvlOs
a $2.00 hummer. This week they go without reserve at each,

J

348

Ladies' Shirt Waists, made of Colored Lawn, in Navy, Light Blue, Pink,
Orange and Cardinal. Sizes 32 to 40, Waists which were made to sell at 50 cts.
but it's bargain time now, so this week they all go at each,

A powder to be shaken Into the shoe.
Your feet feel swollen, nervous and hot
and get tired easily. If you have smarting feet or tight 6hoes, try Allen's
Foot Ease. It cools the feet nnd makes
walking easy. Cures swollen, sweat
ing feet, Ingrowing toe nails, blisters
and callous spots. Relieves corns and
bunions of all pains and gives rest and
Try it today. Sold by all
comfort.
druggists and shoe stores for 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. Trial
package free. Address Allen M.
Le Roy, N. y.
Olm-gtea-

25c

ATTENTION! LADIES, ATTENTION!
Appreciating your kind patronage, we have inaugurated a trading card system by which you are
enabled to have your pictures enlarged free of charge. Call and ask for particulars.
Samples of work fn our window.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly

Patterns 10c
None Higher

Tilled
2Z0 Wis

AvtNut

Leon B.5tern,proprietor

COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXD

THE

J.H.O'Rielly&Co.
8

BIT

PURCHASING

X
AT R

SPONGES

HAVE

ALL PRICES,

8

NICE

A

COLD SPONGE BATH.

WE

ALBUQUERQUE

1 1

Keep Cool
8

Bank of Commerce

I

Q

Ec, 10c, 15c,

Capital

J

&

g

0 g

25c,

50c and up.

Q

$100,000

jx

W. S.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. 3. OTERO, President
STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Aft. Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH

J. H. O'RIELLY

4

CO.

J. U BALDRIDGE

8
H

Prescription Druggists

s

DEPOSITORY

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF. RAILWAY

cockxdcooocc

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

AU

fn

V h;$-$Zsm-

kinds
of

e

MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

FACTORY.

LMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

Win, Glaesner,

Tailor.

L. H. SHOEMAKER
Weit Geld avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

Automatic 'phone 574
?1fti Snnth Second Strnot.
AHumnomnft.

.

Vex,

g

New&Second

Hand Furnitur

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.

-

Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-hanhousehold goods.
d

JACOB SILVA & CO.,
Dealers

In

SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.

N. THIRD 8TR?KT

Entry No. 4298.
lllomttc-aNotice tor Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
tic e at
1902.

Santa Fe, "N.

M.,

June

23

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
.owing named settler has filed notice
of h!s intention to make final proif In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will le made? liefore the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on August 4, 1902, viz.: Feliz Trujillo de
Herrera, in behalf of the heirs of
Abran Herrera, deceased, for the N'j
NEU. Sec. 21, T 8
NW'i, Sec. 22,
N, R ti E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Feliz Trujillo, of Kscol.osa, N. M.;
Felipe Tapia, of Kscoliosa, N. M.;
Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escobosa,
N. M.; Jose B. Lebario, of Escobosa,

Ej

THE UEST UUluDING STONE IN
NEW MEXICO. USED IN ALL THE
N. M.
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
Demlng offers the same opportuniREAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ties now that the most prosperous
cities la the west offered several yean ROOMS 1214. CROMWELL. BLOCK.
ago.
Automatic Telephone 174.

B. A. SLEYSTER

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

1

IX3i West Railroad Avenue.

of Sandoval. N. M.: Melquiades Martin,
of Sandoval. N. M.; Klias Garcia, of
Albuquerque, N. M.; Francisco Romero, of Sandoval. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why sucli proof
should not be allowed will be given an

opportunity at the
the
time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence iu rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.

An9 Cnlt ft'AfttC
Inach
1 ion uuu ouii uivuia

STEAM SAUSAGE

I

Foot-Eas- e.

s

Dozen of Ladies Shirt Waists, made of best Linen
Chambray and Percale, in Blue, Pink and Ox Blood, warranted fast colors, any size wanted, not one in
the whole lot worth less than 75cts.choice this week

Keep Cooll

Rev. W. L. Uilcy. L. L. D., Cuba, N.
writes: "Alter fifteen days of excruciating pain from sciatic rheumatism, under various treatments, I was
induced to try Ballard's Snow Liniment, the first application giving my
first relief, and the second, entire relief. 1 can give it unqualified recommendation.
2r, 5ue and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, H. Huppe.
Y.,

Use Allen's

AT LESS

Am

Leon B.Stern.proprietop

P.--

Surveyor General Morgan O. LlewSpecial Rate to California Points.
ellyn has appointed Alfred J. Abbott
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
messenger In his office to serve tempo- San
Diego, $35.00; Coronado Beach,
rarily.
$38.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
Land Office Business.
Land Sold Henrique Salazar, Las return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Vegas, Hit) acres. Gua.alupe county.
SepGeorge
V. Thursday and Saturday, May to
Homestead Entries
tember, Inclusive, 1902. Final return
Frampton, Wagon Mound. 1C0 acres. limit
November 30, 1902.
Mora county; Grogorio Archibeque.
F, L. MYERS, Agent.
Sena, lliu acres, San Miguel county.
Special Summer Excursion.
Incorporation.
Albuquerque
to Chicago and return,
Gold
Mining
and
Peak
The Stein's
Milling company has filed incorpora- $51.50.
Albuquerque to Kansas City and retion papers, the incorporators being O. turn, $39.00.
May
M. Seegar, W. K. Allen and John
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
Abbott.
The headquarters are at
Lordsburg, Grant county. The capital $46.50.
on
June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
is $500,0(10 divided into 500,000 shares. andTickets 24 tosale
September 12, inclusive.
The directors are L. L. Merrill, Wil- FinalJune
return limit October 31, 1902.
liam Blair, O. M. Seegar, W. E. Allen
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
and John May Abbott.

WASH

THAN COST.'

Ber-vlll-

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

000D

ALL

Fa-be- r,

n

The friends of Hon. W. S. Hopewell
have started a boom for him for
United Slates senator. If the state is
admitted and Hopewell concludes to
make the race, he will make a lively
run. He is a democrat with republican
ideas.

LOCALS.

meaL
Demlng has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist

!
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No other med- ne can show

JSPORTIN6 NEWS
have been deserted for the state fair
grounds. In the quality and number
American League.
of exhibits the show Is the equal of
At Chicago-Chic- ago
many of the more Important metropoli11 tan exhibitions. The complete list of
Cleveland
2 exhibitors
is a long one and inBatteries: Piatt and Sullivan; Joss cludes almost every prominent breeder
and Bemls.
In the west. The sum of $15,000 will
At Detroit-Det- roit
be distributed among the winners.
6
1
H. P. Kumpe. druggist, Lelghton.
St: Louis
Ala., wiites:
"One of my customers
Batteries: Mercer and Buelow;
and Donahue.
had a child, which was sick, and threw
up all food, could retain nothing on its
At Philadelphia-Washin- gton
9 stomach.
He bought one bottle of
Philadelphia
5 White's
Cream Vermifuge, ,and It
Batteries: Carrisk and Clark; Wiltse, brought up 118 worms from the child.
Hustings and Schreck.
It's the boss worm medicine in the
world."
At Boston
White's Crean. Vermifuge Is
4 also the children's tonic. It improves
Boston
5 their digestion and
assimilation of
Baltimore
food, strengthens their nervous system
Batteries: Dinneen and Warner;
and restores them to the health, vigor
and Robinson.
and elasticity of spirits natural to
Western League.
25c at Cosmopolitan Pharchildhood.
At St. Joseph
macy, B. Ruppe.
4
Peoria
9
St. Joseph
ELEGANT BANQUET.
Batteries: Cox and Wilson; Chlnn
and Koth.
Pleasant People Gather at Santa Fe
At Omaha
and Dine.
6
Denver
At the Pennsylvania club In Santa
3
Omaha
Fe yesterday afternoon a royal banBatteries: Eyler and Wilson;
quet was spread by ..he officers of tne
and Gonding.
nsas
Santa Fe Central Railway company to
At Kansas
City
11 a few Invited guests from this city.
13 The generous host. R. L. McCance,
Milwaukee
Batteries: Cable an. Messitt; Kenna announced that there was no political
or business interests Involved and that
and Lucia.
the gathering was purely social.
At Des Moines
W. S. Hopewell acter as toactmas-ter- ,
3
Colorado Springs
who, with the a. a of District Clerk
0
Des Moines
Batteries: Jones and Baerwald ; Bar- A. M. Bergere, as voluntary assistant,
kept the company In a cheerful mood
ry and nanson.
during the elaborate banquet of six
National League.
courses.
At Chicago-Chic- ago
Several of the guests were Just from
4 Silver City where tne Elks, like ihe
5 wild chamois, had leaped from jag to
Boston
Batteries: Wlllinms and Kling;
jag. and were not In physical condiand Moran.
tion to fully appreciate the generous
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
menu of the liberal host, but with
0
bursts of eloquence they reviv2 ed and fully enjoyed the happy occaBrooklyn
Batteries: Leever and Smith; Dono- sion.
van and Ahearn.
The following guests from this city
At St. Louis
were present:
1
St. Louis
Messrs. W. S. Strickler, Charles F.
0 Myers, F. A. Hubbell, M. S. Otero. F.
New York
H. Moore, O. L. Brooks, Ernest MeyBatteries: O'Neil and O'Neil;
and Yeager.
ers, Thos Hughes and George F. AlAt CinclnatI
bright. The city of Santa Fe was rep6 resented by A. to. Bergere. The folCincinnati
4 lowing officers of the company were
Philadelphia
present as hosts: Messrs. W. S. HopeBatteries: Philips and Pietz;
and Dooin.
well. R. L. McCance. W. A. Bayer, E.
L Cricnton, J. E. Saint, E. B. Field,
American Association.
Chief Surgeon J. H. Sloan.
At Kansas City
2
Kansas City
The Same Old Story.
4
Milwaukee
J. A. Kelly relates an experience
At Louisville
similar to that which has happened in
8
Louisville
almost every neighborhood In the Unit9 ed
Indianapolis
States and has been told and retold
At Toledo
He says:
by thousands of others.
4
Toledo
"Last summer I had an attack of dys3 entery
Columbus
and purchased a bottle of ChamAt St. Paul
berlains Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea
5
St. Paul
Remedy, which I used according to
2
Minneapolis
and with entire satisfactory
results. The trouble was controlled
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
much, quicker than former attacks
when' I used other remedies." Mr.
National Leaaue.
Kelly is a well known citizen of HenAt Chicago
N. C. For sale by all drug
derson,
8
Chicago
gists.
3
Pittsburg.
At St. Louis
CASUALTIES.
7
St. Loula
,
Allo-wa-

T

y

City-Ka-

Heartburn.
Belching,

Mai-thewso- n

Dug-gleb-

New York
At Cincinnati

Cincinnati

1

3
14

Brooklyn

American Leaf ue.
At St. Louis
St. Louis

Detroit
At

y

2
1

Chicago-Chic-

ago

2
6

Cleveland

American Association.
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Minneapolis
At Columbus
Columbus

Indianapolis

At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Kansas City
Second game
Milwaukee
Kansas City
At Louisville

Louisville

0
1

1

2
4

3
1

15

Raton Oil Excitement.
James Williamson, a Las Vegas barber, was frightfully burned by a giant
fire cracker. The burning piece flew
Into his face, striking his eye. and his
physicians fear he will lose his sight.
Killing at Glorietta.
Chief of Police Ulibarri, of Las

gas, received a telegram saying

Ve-

iat
was

his nephew, Marcelino Martinez,
killed at Glorietta. ihe young man
was 19 years old and the son of Jus-tin- o
Martinez, of San jose.

tor came he passed away. He was

Western League.
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Milwaukee
Second game
Kansas City
Milwaukee
At Omaha

1

11
2
5

Omaha

2
1

Omaha
Denver

6

Denver
Second game

1

At St. Joseph
Peoria
St. Joseph

At Des Moines
Des Moines
Colorado Springs

1

2
6
5

Years of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative properties of Doan's Ointment.
Never fails. At any drug store, 5n
CditS.

Tennis Games.
Ontario. July
7. Interest of lovers of tennis is now
centered in the annual championships
of the Canadian Lawn Tennis association, which began here today to continue through the week. The contestants represent many parts of the Dominion. The events to be decided are
the all comers' singles. Handicap, men's
doubles and ladies' singles.
Cut this out and take it to all druggists and get a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best
physic. They also correct dirrders of
the stomach. Priceo 25 cents.
St. Paul's Horse Show.
St. Paul. Minn.. July 7. Society regards the horse show and race meeting
which opened today under the auspices of the St. Paul Driving club, as
the event of the summer. The golf
links, the tennis courts and the yachts
Big

Months Bright

months are ordinarily dull ones for the dry goods man; he Is between
.uT next two
'
We have ,Way8 ,nd"Ced
to
Ju od Tugust a'nd
TeTe goingTo do'Sf
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siot k.
i nere is no pront In cavrying goods over. To make a dull Season
iitciv iiiprcnHnfiiRR iihk irnT
to be put down to low figures
fact the lowest figures of the year. Lookk over
your effects and see
what you nee d. You won t have a better opportunity this year of stocking
milfftolf ii n nn RuaannnKlo Trv
No- - for the goods and prices.
Goods.
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MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,

Stone Hotel.
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Deming ships over 100,000 bead of
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the southwest and cattle men all know this.
-

Deming,
Mexico.

the coming city of New

Demirg Is the great mining msnter
of the southwest- Statehood cigars, two for

Important Pale of Shirt Waists

cents.

25

We sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.

See Window Display.
Divided into 4 lots, as follows:
Lot No. 2 Takes in all our White
and Colored oulrt Waists, made of
madras, percale and dimity; values in
this lot up to 75c each; take your
,
choice only
Lot No. 3 At 50c takes in values up
to $1.25, made of chambray, with embroidery yokes and embroidery trimming: also solid color chambray,
striped madras, Gibson style; you cannot buy the material for the money we
ask you for the complete waist; choice
only
Lot No. 4 At 75c, consists of 5
styles of Colored Waists, made of figured and striped mercerized lawn,
mercerized ginghams with embroidery
insertion also trimmed with silk straps
and pearl buttons, values In this lot up
to $1.75; choice only
Lot No. 5 At $1.00 takes in all our
very best colored Waists made of silk

We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou

tne market. Albert Faber,

Railroad

305

avenue.

The Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.

chamhrays, mercerized madras, mercerized linen waists and silk ginghams.
In fact, the balance of our stock of
colored waist values up to $2.50 each,
choice of any in the lot
WV. GOETTINQ A

CO-
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Telephone Service

g
g

YOU WANT?

g

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

Q

g THE

g

COLORADO TELEPHONE
ND TELEGRAPH CO.

g
g

Pratt &

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Scrofula is but a modified form of Blood
Successor to Halting Bros.
Poison and Consumption. The parent
who is tainted by cither will see in the Wedding :Oake . d
cuihl the rauie disease
We desire patronage, and we
manifestiu; itself in
s
guarantee
the form cf swollen
baking.
207 S. First street. A'buquerque. N. M
glandsof the nccl: and
throat, catarrh, weak ...
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MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

Progressive Mortician and Em
bahner.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

hi

Pennyroyal pills
'

s

IMS SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
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J. W. Edwards

makes new and pure
blood to nourish and
slrciigihen the body,
and i a positive and
I Also Sell Monuments
safe cure lot Scrofula.
It overcomes all forms of blood poison, Offlce and parlor
N. Second
whether inherited or acquired, and no
remedy so thoroughly and effectively
cleanses the blood. If you have any
blood trouble, or your child hat inherited
Cf ..I.e.
tome blood taint, take S. S. S. and get T' .HLrSAFt:. .....r.li.r . l.llo.
u. Kru.rlrt
I" CllllHKVlfclf.S KX.LISII
the blood in good condition and preveut
' Ht U ul ..,ld fe.is.llc km
the disease doing further damage.
1'tu.fil'bo" l lakr aa ulaer.
'i "aacaraa.
.ua.lllatiuaft aad lailla-Send for our free book and write our
I17
tW llur.m.
hut if lour iliu.i up ..! i.. im
I
fur
physicians about vour case. We make no
uu.f.
Jf
Tilmali
f.l
lit'llvl fi.r l.aukiv."u
Ultm, by
C
for
charge whatever tor medical advice.
aukd by
liiri Mall. Il.u.
"'y " I"s4.it

s,

until August i to
buy your Clothing
and other articles t
at actual cost and
some below cost

LIQUORS. CIG.6
,
Scrofula. There tnav ( t- -X
be no external ti'Mis for
4
We tandle everything In our line
a long time, f or t lie disease develops slowly
Distillers Agents
in some cases, but the poison a in the
blood and w ill break out at the first favor- Special distributors Taylor & Willis ,
able opportunity. S. S. S, cures this wastLouisville, Kentucky
ing, destructive disease by first purifying 111 K First St.. Albuquerque. N. X
mid building up the blood and stimulating
and invigorating the whole system.
New 'Phone
Old 'Phone
J. M. SfaKli! Public Square. Nashville. Tenn..
152
69.
ays : "1 en yea nag my daughter
fell and cut

her forehead Kr.nu u,i4 wound the glands on
the side of her face became swollen and bunted.
Borne of the best doctors here ami elsewhere
attended her wuhout any benefit. We decided
to try S. S. S., aud a few Unties cured her entirely." m

$1

Cham-bray-

Is your last call

t

flrs-claa-

V.-

75c

Made of Colored

Subscribe for The Citizen.

specialty

Hi'"

50c

1

trimmed with bands of same;
was $3.50, on sale now
Lot No. 2 Made of Plain Chambray,
trimmed with embroidery and pique
bands and embroidery Insertion; these
Eold at $4.50, on sale now at
Lot i4o. 3 Made of Linen Batiste,
the blouse trimmed with rows of lace
insertion of same color. In all sizes;
former price was $5.00, on sale now. . .
Lot No.
Takes in all our Blouse
Linen Suits trimmed with linen embroidery and linen lace, usually sold at
$6.00, sale price now
Lot No. 5 Takes In all our Linen
Suits, trimmed with lace on blouse,
also mercerized chamhrays trimmed
with white embroidery; these sold at
$7.50 and $8.50; Sale Price now

75c
1.00

Co.

214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth
Free delivery.
Orders solicited.

Lot No.

50c

g

IS IT

See Window Display.
Our entire line placed on sale, absolutely none reserved, at 4 to
ofT;
come In white pique,' duck, linens,
grass linens, linen batiste and mercerized linen; our entire line of Tub
Suits divided in 5 lots as follows:

These Wash Skirts consist of White and Colored Pique, Linen Crashes, Madras, Lace Trimmed
Linens and Embroidery trimmed White Piques; they all go; none reserved.
Lot No. 1 All our 75c and 85c
Lot No.
Takes In all our Wash
Wash Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $2.50, now
Lot No. 2 All our $1.00 and $1.25
Lot No. 5 Takes In all our Wash
Wash Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $3.50, now
Lot No. 3 All our $1.50 and $1.75
Lot No. 6 Takes in all our Wash
Wash Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $5.00, now

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

g

25c

Fale ot Wash Waists and Skirts

WASH SKIRTS

- Proorletoro.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

and abscesses and cf.
tcutimcs white swell- -

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries
But Everything

Shoes,

How We are Going to flake Dull

66

years of age and had lived In this territory for the last thirty five years.
Oil Enthusiasm.
Actual drilling commenced on the
Raton oil well Saturday morning In
the presence of Governor Otero and
stafT, Chief Justice M..ls. Judge White,
man ana a number of business men
and citizens. It was intended to make
the commencement a part of the grand
Fourth of July celebration. General
Funston. who spoke at Raton on the
Fourth, was unable to stay over for the
launching of the big drill.
Jemez Hot Springs.
The public Is invited to visit the
famous health giving springs. First
class accommodations can be found at
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
fishing and beautiful scenery are only
a few of the attractions of this delightful resort.

F. G.

THE OFFSPRING
OF HEREDITARY
BLOOD TAINT.

THE ECONOMIST

In the
Dry Goods Line.
Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day as Received.

BR SURE TO
TRY IT.

A Dead Pioneer.
Fritz Eggert, an old time resident of
Red River, died in Las Vegas, appar- 1882
1932
ently of heart failure. He came to that
clty'a few days ago In good health and
spirits and enjoyed the Fourth. On
awakening Saturday morning he com- Sole agents
for casino and Oia brand
plained of feeling ill. but before a doc- Canned Goods. Dealers in

11
2

Toledo

Xiagara-on-the-Lak-

Eye Burned Out Boy Killed at Glor-iett- a
Red River Pioneer Dead

No

a Indieeshoi,
Dyspepsia and
Liver ana
Kidnev Troubles.

Kc-ting-

Her-gere- 's

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist
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SATURDAY'8 BALL GAMES.

Sud-hol-

THE ECONOMIST

recordofcures
stomach Ills
equal to the
Hitters. This is
the best evi-tl ence of its
:; value.
It will
cure
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firm. See window
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"BILLY THE KID"
REMINISCENSES

OF GEN. LEW WALLACE,

Thousands of stories have been told
of William Bonney. alias "Billy the
Kid." the most notorious and picturesque-., outlaw ever produced by the
"wild and wooly" west. All of these
stories are more or less interesting'
many romantically exaggerated and
nearly all with the only the foundation
truth that such a character lived and
committed many crimes in New Mex,

ico.
Now, General Lew Wallace comes
forward with another Billy story, and
as should be expected, considering
his literary skill and the fact that Be
was governor of New Mexico durttig
the Kid's heydey and death, the narrative is far the best and most authentic yet published. The story is taken
from the advance sheets of the autobiography of General Wallace, now be-

ing prepared for publication..
The Citizen reproduces the story for
the reason that it is a good one and
because it is of distinctly local
est, as there are many of the older
residents of central and southern New
Mexico who personally knew Billy,
Lincoln county being the scene of his
principal exploits, and his death' And
moreover. Pat Garrett, his slayer,
was for years a resident of Rbswell
and one of the best known and most
popular men in the southwest He is
now customs collector at El Paso and
it is largely due to this, killing of oe
Kid and other "strenuous" acts as a
peace officer that influenced President
Roosevelt to give him the Texas office,
even though at the time of his appointment he was a resident of New Mex'

,
ico.
General Wallace's tale follows:

The episode occurred in 1879. Billy
was at the xenlth of his wild careei.
Governor Wallace conceived the Idea
that he might gain certain important
information by a face to face talk
with the outlaw. With much difficulty
the meeting was finally arranged. It
was not without a strong element of
danger to both participants; but they
trusted each other and the trust was
not betrayed.
On the night of lae meeting two men
sat silent and expectant, shortly before midnight, in the -- Ule hut chosen
for the rendezvous, situated on the outskirts of ancient anta Fe. New Mex-

his confinement he was to be kept In
irons. Billy the Kid was afraid also
of the loss of his reputation as a desperate man."
The plan agreed upon In the cabin
on the lonely mesa at midnight was
carried out to the letter. Billy the
Kid was seized the following morning
and confined in the Lincoln county
jail. It was here t.iat General Wallace. in spite of the fears of the
guards, permitted the outlaw to give
an exhibition of his Snlll with a revolver and the rifle, mlly, standing
or riding, used either the one weapon
of the other, sent every bullet true to
its mark.
"Billy," said the general, "there's
some trick to that shooting. How do
you da It?"
"Well, General," replied the desperado, "there Is a trick to It. When
I was a boy I noticed that a man In
pointing to anything he wished observed, used his index finger. With long
use, unconsciously, the man had learned to point it with unerring aim. When
I lift my revolver I say to myself,
r
finger along the bar el and
along. (he arret and unconsciously it makes the aim certain.
There is no failure. I pull the' trigt
goes true to its
ger and
mark."
"Billy, though at his own request
kept in irons, did not remain long
confined.
One morning the guards
led blm to breakfast. Returning, the
desperado drawled in the feminine
voice that was a part and parcel of
his character: "Boys, I'm tired. Tell
tha governor I'm tired."
The menacles slipped like magic
from his wrists.
The guards stood
stupefied, and Billy the Kid, laughing
mockingly, walked leisurely from tne
jail yard, through the gate and across
the street. Easily, gracefully, he threw
b'.mself into the saddle on the back of
a horse standing near at hand, and
putting spurs to the animal dashed
'

uncon-finge-

the-bulle-

unerring.
Today there Is a little lowly heap of
earth located at Fort Sumner, in the
northern part of the Pecos valley. To
the curious stranger some Idle native
may, now and again, point out this
grave and explain with a certain pride,
that Fort Sumner possesses the final
resting place of the worst man that
ever infested the southwestern border.
An ancient Mexican, who sometimes
shows this grave to visitors, once
made the cautious remark regarding
its occupant that, had he lived, he probably would have turned out to be a bad

man.
"And how old was Billy when he

died?" asked one curious stranger. .
"Twenty-one- ,
senor," replied the an
cient.
"He died one mlgnt almost say be
fore he fully began to lire."
"You say he was bad?' remarked me
stranger.
.
"He is said to have killed many

men."
"How many? How many, amigo.
had this roan killed at the time he

himself died?",
"He had killed,

replied the ancient
men, one for
each year of his life, may t'.ie saints
"He
defend us," said the Mexican.
wag a good man and very kind to poor
people. Yet had he lived he might, according to the opinion of gome, have
turned into a bad man.
General Wallace also tells In his au
tobiography hrw and why Billy the
Kid started on his career of crime.
"The man whose wild deeds of blood
had drawn upon him the gaze of an
entire nation, was born a New York
waif. Before he was more than 10
years of age e was brought to Indi
ana, and in Terre Haute and Indianap
olis, where he was reared, he was
It 1876,
known as William Bonney.
when he was about 17 years of age, he
suddenly left his home, crossed ine
Mississippi and went into the country
of the men of his kindthe frontier of
the west.
Billy began his career with an oath
to kill John Chisum. his first employer
when the lad reached the plains. Mr.
Chisum and the Kid had been unable
to agree on terms of settlement for a
The result was tae
season's work.
lad's fearful vendetta, sworn not only
against Chisum, but against all of
Chisum's employes as well.
" 'For each herdsman employed by
you whom I kill.' Billy sent him word.
I will deduct
o from our unsquared
account. If I kill you, he added grim
ly, 'my bill will be receipted in full.'
"Then his bloody career began. It
was not long until William Bonney. the
waif, reared In the midst of the peaceful surroundiDgs of Indiana, became
the most feared man in the southwest.
At the same time he was the most
reverenced, the most adored and the
most respected man in the territory.
"it was the kind of good reward that
'
sometimes comes to bad men."
Mexican,

"twenty-on-

e

THE SURE WAY

s

0. W.

to prevent pneumonia and consumption is to cure your. cold when it first
appears. Acker's English Remedy will
stop the cough in a night, and drive
the cold out of your system. Always a
quick and sure cure for asthma, bron-

run-dow-

STRONG & SONS,- -:

Undertakers and Embalmers

chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
If It does not satisfy you the druggist
will refund your money. Write to us
for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and
B. H. Brlggs & Co.
THE JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY
The City's Largest Dealers In Frih
Fruits.
Apricots fine, large, ripe ones, 60
cents a basket.
Peaches fine and large, 50 cents a
basket.
Plums the yellow or blue kind, 43
cents a basnet.
White grapes, seedless, only 50 cents
a basket.
Crabapples 3Vi cents a pound.
Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Blackberries.
Loganberries.
Order early and get the choicest.
GROCERY CO.
THE JAFl
Don't Fail to Try This.
Whenever an honest trial is given to
Electric Bitters for any trouble it la recommended for a permanent cure will
surely be effected. It never falls to tone
the stomach, regulate the kidneys and
bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a
systems.
wonderful tonic for
Electric Bitters positively cure kidney
and liver troubles, stomach disorders,
nervousness, sleeplessness, rheumatism, neuralgia, and expels malaria
Satisfaction guaranteed by all drug
gists. Only 50 cents.
Bring in your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com-

Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
-

Both Thones in Our Office

Wm. Farr

Brockmeier & Cox,

P

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note- - All classified advertisements

118

BUILDERS' HARDWAR&

Gold Avenue.

-

. .

i.-

COCOCKXXXXOOXXXXXXXXXXXXO

George B. William s,
117

V

1

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue

Twenty years experience in prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.
Automatic 'Phone

458,

,

.

e

North Second Street.

1

store, our stock, our variety and quality of meats offer you the very best the
market affords for the money. Despite
trusts and combinations, our prices re-- .,
main low, and nothing whatever ia
misrepresented. We are selling choice
cuts of roasting beef and prime mutton
and lamb, also veal, poultry, and pork
at prices that can't be met by any other shop in the territory. Call and be
convinced.

pany.

16-1-

201-21-

HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
Are kept down when dealing here. Our

n

away.
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
Billy was gone. He had not escaped
each insertion. Minimum charge for
In the night; he had walked away In
any classified advertisements, 15 cents
the broad light of day. with his guards,
In order to Insure proper classification
heavily armed, standing about him.
all "liners" should be left at this of
"Boys, I'm tired." he said, and look
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
ed them straight in tue eye.
FOR RENT.
They were not in collusion with the
desperado.
General Wallace satisfied
FOR RENT New four room American
ico.
himself of that fact.
style adobe, screened porth and win
The gaze was fastened on the door
But bpw account for Billy the Kid's
dows, rear shops, rent $8; also new
and as the minutes slipped away, the escape?
four room frame cottage, 409 north
grew
severe,
more
silence
the
tension
Hypnotism, some say hypnotism or
Arno street, rent $10. A. Fleisher,
more oppressive. One man was the that 6trange something that lurked in
215 South Second street.
stood
owner of the rude home that
depths of the steel gray eyes.
the
KENT Large furnished rooms
FOR
desolate on the lonely sand waste of
The desperado's freedom, however,
over
the postofnee, $10 a month
the mesa. The other was General was not long lived. He was arrested
Airy, comfortable rooms
FOR
RENT
Lew Wallace, the governor of New soon afterward for a series of murders
at Casa de Oro. with board. Call at
Mexico.
brought
again
to the Lincoln
613 West Gold avenue.
and
The hands of the clock pointed to county jail. Patrick Garrett was sher
the hour of twelve. The hush deepen- iff. He was probably the one man in
FOR SALE.
ed. Suddenly It was broken by a reso- New Mexico who did not fear Billy the
SALE
Good paying millinery
FOR
lute knock on the door.
Kid. He was his match in every re
business. Low price if taken at
"Come in," called the governor. The spect as calm, as desperate, as cer
once. Call il9 West Gold avenue.
door flew open, and standing with tain.
FOR SALE Telephone line between
his form outlined by the moonlight
Perhaps Billy knew this. At any
Thornton, N. M., and Bland, N. M.
behind him. was "Billy the Kid." In rate he must have considered himself
T. E. Gargan, manager, 207 South
a
his left hand he carried Winchester In desperate straits. He sent for Gen
Second
Btreet.
BRUSH
HAIR
THE
rifle and in his right was a revolver. eral Wallace. The general refused to
FOR SALE New bicycles, run 150
Quick, as a flash the weapon covered respond. Then th outlaw sent him a
miles, coaster brake, Acme cyclomeBreeds Dandruff, Which Causes Failthe two occupants 01 the room.
note. The note read:
$15; 113 East Lead avenue.
ter,
Baldness.
Finally
and
ing
Hair
"I was to meet the governor here at
"Come to the jail. I have some paSALE A good livery outfit very
Prof. Unna, Hamburg, Germany, FOR
midnight. It is midnight. Is the gov- pers you would not want to Bee discheap; a chance for a man with
European authority on skin diseases,
ernor here?"
played."
small means to go Into business;
says that dandruff is as contagious at.
The light of the candles flickered
have other business to look after
."I knew what he meant," said Gen any other malevolent disease and that
on a boyish face, yet t'.ie man in the
and must sell. For further inforraa
doorway was the most notorious des eral Wallace, remlnlscently. "He re ono common source of the spread of
tion apply to John F. Williams, Cer
note he received from dandruff is the use of the same hair
perado in all the west. He had killed ferred to the
rlllos, N. M.
and in response to which he ap brush by different persons. The Way
scores of men; he was the quarry of me
the mesa. He to avoid catching dandruff or any FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
every sheriff from the Rio Grande to peared at the hiu on
railroad; 20 acres in fruit trees and
was threatening to publish it if I re- other disease from another's brush i:i
the Staked Plains of Texas.
vines; 400 shade and ornamental
I thwarted his pur to insist on the use of Newbro's Her
see
fused
him.
to
RUly
was
In face and figure
the Kid
gool pure water from a sixty
trees;
pose
giving
a
copy
by
of
and
letter
the
plclde.
dandruff
only
not
kills
the
It
ghoul
a mere stripling. His narrow
good adobe residence and
foot
well;
a
con
of
narrative
the
circumstances
antiseptic
germ,
an
is
also
that
but
it
ders were rounded, his posture slight' nected with it to the paper published
For particulars inquire
outhouses.
any
prevent
catching
dia
of
will
the
ly stooping, his voice low and elimi
Citizen
office.
The
at
town.
was
printed
in
and
duly
the
It
of
contagion
through
ease
whatever
nate. But his eyes were bright and upon
FOR SALE Stove wood, any length
was sent to another's brush.
piercing, steady, alert, cold and gray Billy its appearance a copy nothing
400 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
furin his cell. He had
like steel.
'ord, $4.50. Call on or address G
A. A. Keen returned from Silver City
General Wallace rose to his feet and ther to say."
Ribera. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
In the end the desperado was con yesterday morning, spent Sunday with
held out his hand, inviting his visitor
homes
Several bea-:uu- l
victed and sentenced to be hanged. his family, and went to Santa Fe this FOR SALE
forward.
lots.
city
and
These are bargains
He Is the territorial lani
"Your note gave the promise of ao- - When the sentence was read, hs stood morning.
and must be seen to La appreciated
commissioner.
solute protection, said the outlaw before the trial judge, and said:
No trouble to show property. See
'
"Judge, that doesn't frighten me a
warily.
Jno. W. McQuade.
System.
Poisoning
the
Billy
bit.
was
ivid
born
be
to
the
not
promise,"
my
"I have been true to
It is through the Dowels that the
hung.
said the governor.
WANTED.
body
is cleansed of impurities. Consti
thorough
was
bea
He
He
fatalist.
The rifle was slowly lowered, the
WANTED A cook and housekeeper
sys
poisons
keeps
in
pation
the
these
lieved
he
would
die
net
until his tem, causing
revolver returned to its holster. Billy
at Lamy ior two, for the Onderdonk
dullness and
advanced and the two seated them "time came," and then death was in- melancholia atneadache,
Live Stock company. Apply at Sturunsightly
first,
then
Belves at opposite sides of the narrow evitable."
ges' European hote..
finally
un
eruptions
illness
serious
and
From the court room Billy was led
table-- .
less a remedy is applied. DeWitfs WANTED Two or three good plaster
General Wallace was able to effect back to Jail. Nine men were put on Little
ers at once. Call or address Wm
Early Risers prevent this trouble
an important arrangement with the guard and he was never allowed a mo- tiy stimulating
Coulodon, this city.
promote
the liver
outlaw of which he gives the details, ment from the sight from one of them. easy, healthy action of and
the bowels. WAinTED A position by young man
On the day before that set for his
In fact a very friendly understanding
of 2o; experienced mercantile clerk;
little pills do not act violently
one man sat in front of These
execution
was established between the two.
speaks both English and Spanish
but by strengthening the bowels enaExplaining the purpose of the inter Billy while he ate his dinner. Dur- ble
fluently; xvill not object going out of
to perform their own work.
them
ing
himmeal
guard
the
forgot
the
Billy,
view and its result with
General
city. Address "W." Citizen office
Never gripe or distress. J. H. O'Rielly
suddenly
and
stooped.
Billy's
self
says:
Wallace
WANTED To sell or exchange first
& Co.;' B. H. Briggs & Co.
"Shortly before I had become gov- quick eye too in the situation at a
class standard make square piano
glance.
ernor of New Mexico, Chapman,
The Lordsburg Liberal says: W. i".
Would consider trade for horse and
leap
a
upon
With
sprang
he
young attorney of Lincoln had been
the Stevens' wife and daughter have arrivM., Citizen office
bugKy.
bending
man and dashed his brains ed from Albuquerque, much to Mr. Ele- WANTED Address
murdered. Half a dozeu men were
A first class waiter. Rico
arrested, accused of the crime, mong out with his handcuff's. He seized vens' satisfaction.
Cafe.
them was Jesse James. While it was the dead guard's revolver and. his
Woman for general house
The Holbrook Argus says: The Al- WANTED
probable that one or more of the men steel gray eyes gleaming, walked forwork. Matthews Dairy, Bell 'phone
charged with the murder were guilty, ward deliberately an routed all the buquerque Citizen of Saturday, June
35.
It was impossible to prove the allega- other guards who ran to the assistance 28, printed an excellent four column WANTED Two good dairy hands, at
half tono cut of the normal school at
tion, for the witnesses, filled with ter- of their comrade.
Matthews' Jersey dairy. Bell 'phone
ror, fled the country. When I reached
Once more Billy the vld escaped in Flagstaff. It is a beautiful piece of
ISKi. 35
up
nicely
as
work,
it
as
shows
if
and
was
the territory it
declared on every the full light of day through the doors
WANTED At once 250 teams to work
hand that Billy the Kid was a witness of the jail. He forced a blacksmith to had been printed on book paper. The
on the Santa Fe Central railroad
every
up
paper
an
to
Citizen
is
date
in
of the crime. Could he be made to tes- take off his handsuffs. Ho Beized the
Apply at company's general offices
respect.
tify?
dead guard's horse that stood near by
Santa Fe, or to chief engineer at
"That was a question on the tip of and rode away. Ho called back as he
Kennedy's station. W. S. Hopewell
long
a
"My
suffered
mother
time
every tongue.
spurred the aninia. into a gallop.
general manager.
distressing pains and general il'
"I had been sent to the south-ves- t
"Tell the Judge I said Billy the Kid from
WANTED Gents' good second hand
indigestion."
primarily
to
due
health
to pacify tne territory; here was was not born to be hung."
clothing, siloes and hats, 515 South
says
W. Spalding, Verona, Mo. "Two
an opportunity I ooum not afford lo
Garrett received information that yearsL.ago I got her to try Kodol.
First street. Call or address R. J
She
pats by. Therefore I arranged the Billy the Kid had gone back to an old grew better at once and now, at the
Sweeney.
meeting by a note deposited wi?Ii one fort in the mountains to see his sweet- age of 7ti, eats anything she wants, re- WANTED At once, a girl for cooking
of the outlaw's friends, and at mid- heart. Garrett followed. He' lay In marking
and general housework. Call at 516
she fears no bad effects
night was ready to receive the desper- wait in the doorway of the home of as she hasthat
West Tijeras avenue.
ner
of Kodol handy."
bottle
appear.
should
Billy's
finally
He
vigil
was
love
he
ado
was Don't waste time doctoring symptoms. WANTED
and
his
trustworthy person In
there
on time punctual to tne second.
open
rewarded when he saw the door
each county to manage business, old
Go after the cause. If your stomach is
Billy
"When
the Kid stepped to the one night and a man step out Into the sound your health will be good. Kodol
established house, solid financial
chair oposite mine. I lost no time in white light of the moon.
standing; straight bona fide weekly
strengthens
rests
the
stomach
and
the
stating my proposition.
His hat was off; he was in bis stock- body by digesting your food. It is natcash salary $18 paid by check each
"Testify," I said, "before the grand ing feet and be wore only a shirt and ure's own tonic. J. II. O'Rielly & Co.:
Wednesday, with all expenses direct
jury and the trial court and convict trousers. He passed out into the night. B. H. Briggs & Co.
from headquarters; money advanced
the murderer of Chapman and I will
Garrett crept to the door and passed
for expenses. . Manager, 379 Claxton
Building, Chicago.
let you go scot free, with a pardon in in.
A Good Reputation,
16. 21, 23,
your pocket for all your own misHe covered the girl's ather with his
28. 30.
way to gain a good reputation is
The
gun.
deeds..
to endeavor to be what you desire to WANTED Five young men from Ber"Billy heard me in silence; he
"Not a .word," he said, and slid be- appear." That is precisely the way
nalillo county at once to prepare for
thought several minutes without re- hind the headboard of the bed.
positions in the government service.
in which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Apply to Inter-Statply.
Corres. Inst.,
The door opened again and Billy has gained its reputation as a cure for
" 'Governor,' saidhe, 'if I were to do the Kid entered. He seemed to scent coughs, colds, croup and whooping
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
danger as a camel scento rain; in- cough. Every bottle that has ever been WANTED To buy or rent a second
what you ask they would kill me.'
hand fire proof safe. Address M,
"We can prevent that," I said.
stinct taught him that something was put out by the manufacturers has been
this office.
."Then 1 unfolded my plan. Billy wrong. He cried to the cowering old fully up to the high standard claimed
was to be seized while ne was asleep. man in Spanish:
for it. People Lave found that it can
To all appearances his capture was to
"Who's here?" he asked. "Who's always be depended upon for the relief
be genuine. To this he agreed, picking here?"
and cure of these ailments and that it L&ST A pair of none gfaBaesTReturn
the men who were to effect bis capGarrett raised bis revolver; two is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
to 115 Railroad avenue.
ture. I)e wag afraid of hostile bullets shots rang out on the quiet air and by all druggists.
CASH PAID for distributing samples.
and would run no risk. Another stipu- the room filled with smoke. A form
Send stamp. American Distributer,
lation was to the effect that during tottered, then crashed to the floor.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Kansas City, Mo.
.

'

In the nerveless hand was a smoking
revolver; for the first and last time
the notorious New Mexican outlaw
had missed his aim. Garrett escaped
unwounded.
But there were two bullet wounds
In the body of Billy the Kid and both
pierced the heart. Garretfa aim was
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Col.

'Phone 63.

Furniture,
Crockery,

-

-

Y

.

V'

Graniteware,!

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

Iron Beds All

Sizes-$3,-

00

Up,
Household Goods on

Easy Payments.
117

Gold Avenue

House Furnishings,

0C00

HO YOU

9

Albuquerque N. M,
New and Second
Hand Goods.

KNOW YOU CAN HAVE A

BUGGY AND HARNESS

i
5

JUST CALL ON US AND SEE HOW VERY LOW PRICES
HAVE
AND ON WHAT EASY TERMS YOU CAN BUY.
ft

J.

Korber & Co.,

O000000000000000000
Concerning Trade Tricks.
0
0
O
O

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

The old saying that there are
"tricks In all trades" has outlived
Us truthfulness, if there ever was
any truth In it. This store does
not countenance tricks of any
sort to catch the unwary. The
plain, simple policy of buying
good merchandise and selling it
at a just profit is what has gained
for us the public confidence. What
you read in our "ads" you can
tie to. People with money to
spend naturally go to the safe
trading place. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co.

WE

Sffi

$

I

S. MICHAEL

0
0
Dealer In
0
O Fine Watches,
0
Fine Jewelry.
0
0
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
0 Repairing done promptly and by
0 skilled workmen.
0
0 325 South Second Street.
0
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
0
0 BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN)
0
Just North of the City Limits.
0

000000000 00000000D0
o

Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and ice
We make the best door and window cold bottled beer. Ball and coneert
screens. They are far supeiior to any every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A. free to visitors. Lunches served. GarT. Telephone No. 463.
den has swings and nice shade trees.
o
invited and good order preDemlng water and pure ozone make Everybody
served.
strong and healthy people.
o
Ruppe's drug store open all night,
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
every night
.
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SWEET'S NEW JOB.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

We

General Hardwa re

rs" and

herders
HINERS

htttxtto
1 Ll 1 O
'

WALL
WEDQE

Manufacturer

of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

--

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT

,

Is a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only In jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

PELTIER BROS.

Plumbing' and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
. Albuquerque, N. M.

206 West Gold Avenue,

CC0COC41C0tt0OC)OCKOM

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTlaE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

04CJC0C0CCCC0CCCC
X0900000000OtK)000

Still a Growing
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
in the territory.

had been a

sufferer irom creeping paralysis for
twelve; years, and had spfnt much of
that time at health resorts ana in nos
pitals, seeking relief from the trouble
that caused his death. He returned
here about six weeks ago from El
I'aso, where he received no benefit and
gradually grew weaker. A large crowd
attended the funeral which was held
this afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
residence on Fifth street.
The options given W. B. Twitchell
on a number of mining properties in
the Denial. Fulton and Ribera districts
214 W. Railroad Ave
have been extended, owing to a slip in
the deal that was on foot with a ht
Louis comnanv of capitalists to take
bold of some of the properties and
erect a reduction mill. The 6llp can
not be attributed to the local parties
but to the failure of 1'. W. McCaffrey
of the Union Ore Reduction company
to give plans of the proposed mill that
was to have been erected, thereby
frightening away the St. Louis money
(Incorporated)
Chicago parties are anxious to take
hold of the proposition, however. They
been wired that the field is open
have
tw
n
mm m mr
.wl m m m
lit mini
and they are expected to take hold of
it 111 11 ti 1 i ri
If UULUOdL
the matter at once. There are going
to be developments made in the nun
ing uistricts around here, if push and
Wool, Hides,
determination, as well as confidence,
can succeed and we believe they can
Frit!! EnKert. one of the well known
We handle
ranchmen and orchard owners living
K. C. Baking Powder,
at Canyon Lareo, was found this morn
Navajo Blankets,
ing in the corral hack of Bacharach
Bros." store, in an unconscious condi
Curtice Canned Goods,
tion. Medical aid was summoned
Colorado Lard and Meats.
about 7:30. but Mr. Eggert died before
the physician arrived. Heart failure
I
gAT BtND,KA
jjjl
is sui)iosed to have been the trouble
Houses at
The Fourth did not pass without its
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
here. J. K. Williamson Rot
accidents
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
an eye badly iniuied, probably fatally
by a cannon cracker. Gladys McVey
ETA, N. M.
got a bruise across the nose; a boy
named Martinez had a hand badly lac
eratec". by holding a canon cracker;
son of Epifenio Gallegos received
burn on the face and powder In his
eye, as did C. R. James. H. M. Allen
also got a badly injured eye from
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
a cannon cracker he did not think was
lighted.
Iron and B asu Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftings. Pulley
Keep Cool I
Grade iars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Wear the right kind of underwear
1
such as we sell for 50c and $100 per
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
suit. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave
VT
I
rtTTIT
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KnTTVTIDV CTTM t) i TT Ort i Tl VDiW
M
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nue Clothier.

A.J. MAL0Y,
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GROSS. KELLY&CO.
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Aibuouernue Foundry and Machine Works

t

Carpet Characteristics
May enhance or lessen the
beauty of a room. Those rich
patterns, produced In many but
delicately harmonised colorings,
those real works of art for the
floor, shown In our display of
the best productions of the year,
are tbe wonder ot all who see
them. These patterns come In
every material, at prices that
are easy grounders.
Ingrain carpets, 25 cents per
yard and upwards.
Brussels carpets, 60 cents per
yard and upwards.
Velvet carpets. 90 cents per
yard and upwards.

organs of digesOften the
tion cry out for help by dyspepsia's
pains, nausea, dlxslness, headaches,
liver complaints, bowel disorders. Such
troubles call for prompt use of Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They are gentle, thorough and guaranteed to cure
25 cents at drug stores.
Going Bac Hone.
The remains of E. C. Weldner were
escorted to the station Saturday even
ing by Masons and will be taken back
to Union City, Ind. Mrs. Weldner ac
companied the body. The pall bearers
were O. D. Buzzell, C. A. Barhydt. H,
N. Stovell. W. ri. Barney, John Cleg
horn and J, H. Drury.
Acts Immediately.
Colds are sometimes more trouble'
some in summer than in winter, it's so
hard to keep from adding to them
while cooling off after exercise. One
Minute Cough Cure cures at once. Ab
solutely cafe. Acts immediately. Sure
cure tor coughs, colds, croup, throat
and lung troubles. J. H. O'Rielly &
Co.: B. H. Briggs & Co.
o
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
United States land office at Santa Fc,
who visited his old home In Peralta,
Valencia county, passed up the road
for Santa Fe iis morning.
Sick headache absolutely and perma
nently cured by using Moki Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constlpa
tion and indigestion, makes you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. 25c and
50c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co.. Bur
J. H
falo. N. Y., for free sample.
O'Rielly & Co. and B. 11. BHggs &
over-taxe- a

here.
J. A. Schoen and wife, of Chicago,
parents of John Schoen. of this city,
who is quite ill, come in last night.
The remains of Mrs. J. Blatternian
were shipped to St. Louis this afternoon, accompanied by her mother.
Friday a telegram was received by
A. F. Ulibarrl. the chief of police on
the west side, announcing the death of
his nephew, Marcelino Martinez, on
Thursday night. The deceased, who
was 19 years of age, fell from a freight
train near Glorieta and was cut to
pieces. He was a section man, and
was riding on the freight train to his
home. The remains were taken off at
Ri'oera and conveyed to the home at
San Jose, where the funeral will be
held tomorrow.
The annual ball given by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen at the
opera house, Friday night, was one of
the most successful yot enjoyed by
that popular order. The opera house
was beautifully decorated with red.
white and blue, strung from the immense center light, and on the stage
was built an tnglne front with large
headlight, with the firemen's bell on
At midnight, a bounteous
the side.
feast was served to the gay throng,
after which the dancers returned to
the opera house and indulged in the
fantastic until 3 o'clock the next morning. Prizes were given for the best
wnltzer's, and Mr. and Mrs. Hilgers
were the fortunate ones.
The ball game between the Infantry
and the cavalry troop on the Fourth
resulted in an overwhelming victory
for the cavalry boys. The score was
16 to 6, with only six and a half innings. The crowd was rather light,
and a disagieeable wind made many of
them leave soon. About $19 was realized at the gate..
The new machinery for the coal
mines at El Porver.ir is about all in
place and the drill will be started
next week. The drill is built for a
depth of 700 feet, but it is expected
that coal will be reached in a sufficient
thickness to mine, long before that
dpiith is leached.
Harry Laml erton has resigned hfB
nosition as fireman on the Santa Fe
and has accepted a position with the
Rock Island as traveling engineer. His
headauarters will be at Alamogordo.
Will M. Seewald. son of Col. William
H. Seewald. died Fridav afternoon at
Mr. Seewald

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Need More Sleep.

Bert Adams and bride returned Friday from their honeymoon trip to Colorado Springs, and will now settle down
and be "old folks."
A. A. Jones returned last night from
Albuquerque.
Joshua Raynolds and daughter, Mrs.
Dean, departed this afternoon for the
Duke City.
Governor Otero returned to the ter
ritorial capital this evening after a
day in the city.
G. II. Brewer, of Albuquerque,
is

o'clock.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Will Commence the Work.
Work on the addition to the Immaculate Conception school will begin this
week. It is expected it will be finished
by September and children of both
sexes will be admitted regardless of
denominations. Wallace Hesselden, of
the Albuquerque Planing Mills company, has the contract.

There is a rumor that Wars evidence of being a fact and has today
been verified, that Arttauf Sweet, the
new trainmaster who has been here
only a few days, has been given the
office of assistant to tne general manager of the Santa Fe at Topeka. in
place of D. E. Cain, who has been
made superintendent of the western
division, taking J. E. Hurley's place,
who has been given the superintendent
cy of the eastern division, vice C. F.
Rossegule resigned. Mr. Sweet is only
aliout 35 years of age, and was raised
in this city. The honors are coming
fast for him. He is very popular and
is an efficient railroad man. It is to be
hoped the rumor is true. Who will
take the place vacated here Is not

2

FABER

ALBERT

W.-H- .

Gillon.

ALBUQUERQUEPLAMNGAIILLCO

.

gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
and its attendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
s
any time, if you take one of these
afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
Money refunded if you are not satisfied. Send to us for a free sample.
Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. V.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. H. .Briggs
ft Co.

MINING OPERATIONS.

Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, N. M., July 5. The mail
route from Las Vegas to Geronimo has
been changed from the west side to
the east side postoffice, and will start
Tuesday.
The route will be via

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.'
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

?

2

tan-let-

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

,

ts the cause of more discomfort than
any
ailment If you eat the
Rumor That. He Will, be Assistant thingsother
that you want and that are good
you. you are distressed. Acker's
Manager ot the Santa Fe Yerified.fi for
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your di-

5

Co.

in...

....
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L. B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provisions.
t

tfe Largvrt
Carrie
4 riMt Extaalv
Slack !

Staple Groceries
loaad southwest.

,

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

the well known
and popular florists of south Albuquer
aue. who were at banta Fe on a visit
to friends, have returned to the city.
If you are troubled with Impure
blood, indicated by sores, pimples,
headache, etc.. we would recommend
Acker's Blood Eilxer. which we sell un
der a positive guarantee. It will al
ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poi
sons and all blood diseases. 60 cents
and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. II
Briggs ft Co.
John Greenleaf, with his nephew
Joe, returned the other day from the
Greenleaf camp on the upper Pecos

U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital . . . . .77717777.
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- AB. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds, - - - - - -

'

The Best Liniment for Strains.
Mr. F. H. Wells, the merchant at
Deer Park, Long Island, N. Y., sayr:
"I always recommend Chamberlain's
Pain Balm as the best liniment for
strains. I used it last winter for a se
vere lameness in the side, resulting
from a strain, and was greatly pleased
with the quick relief and cure It effected." For sale by all druggists.
.

errors of vision scientifically cor
rected
S. T. VANN, DIRECTOR OF OPTICS,
wuh
3. VANN & SON, JEWELERS.
All

o

s
maneger of the
Mining and Smelting company,
was a passenger for Cerrlllos this

R. B.

pclHjr

Car lots a

.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.

d

I1'

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

B. H. Ives and wife,

rjimn

i.r..-- .

Thomas

Cer-rillo-

morning.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Vacation Days.
Vacation time Is here and the chilNative and Chicago Lumber.
dren are fairly living out of doors.
There could be no healthier place for Sherwin-WilliaBuilding Paper ALVAY',7cr.
them. You need only to guard against
the accidents incidental to most open Covers More I Looks Best! Wears Long- 8 ASH, DOORS, BLINDS, PLASTKK
air sports. No remedy equals DeWitt's est I Most Economical
Fall Measure I LIMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stopFirst 5tret and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
ping paiu or removing dange-- ' of serf
ous consequences. For cuts, scalds and
"I used DeWitt's Witch
wounds.
Hazel Salve tor sores, cuts and
bruises." says L. B. Johnson, of Swift,
Texas. "It is the best remedy on the
market." Sure cure for piles and skin
diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J.

Paint

ms

1

m ST.

H. O'Rielly & Co.; B.

n. Briggs

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.

& Co.

Attorney A. B. McMlllen and family,
and Mrs. E. i'. Neison and daughter,
will leave Friday morning for a short
outing on the Pecos.
SuniruT complaint is unusually prevalent sniong children this season. A
well develpped case In the writer's
family was cured last week by the
timely use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy one of
the best patent medicines manufactur-

ed and which is always kept on hand
at the home of ye scribe. This is not
intended as a free puff for the compa,
ny, who do not advertise with us, but
to benefit little sufferers who may not
be within easy aeceFs of a physician.
No family should be without a bottle
of this remedy in the house, especially
in summer time. Lansing, Iowa, Journal. For sale by all druggists,
o
Johnston's Stage Line.
Will leave every Tuesday morning
for the Jemez Hot Springs and retuii
One regular trip a
on Thursdays.
week and extra trips when ordered.
Leave orders at Sturges European hoJAo. T. JOHNSTON.
tel.
o
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,

ELMO

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
130 W.

Railroad

Ave., Albuquerque.

Automatic 'Phone No. 516. ' Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
v'
Bell Telephone No. 115.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMHERCIAL

t

SANTA FE PACIFIC

CLUB

RAILROAD.

BUILDING.

00CHCsl

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

o

Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electric light system under

Wool

Pullers and Tanners,

I

Statehood cigars. two for 25 cents,
o
Water Consumers.
Water tax is due, payable between
1st and 5th of month, at office of under-

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNINQ OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

signed.

'

Statehood

WATER
clgs-- s.

SUPPLY

CO.

two for 25 cents.

Demlng has Just been incorporated.

First-clas-

s

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
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New Mexico Towns
SAN

MARCIAL.

From the Dep.
The second crop of alfalfa is being
cut Htid saved la good shape.
William K. Young, a resident of Old
Town, and quite an old timer in this
vie inity, died at 3 o'clock
Tuesday

moi :ilng.
Vie new tontrartor is parking the
This is
Uoredale mnil on horaeltac-klooking backward
with a vengeance
and the service cannot fail to he a dis-c- n
nit to the postoffice department.
S. A. Clark has gone lack to his old
home nt Cherry Valley, Ohio, to spend
Mr. Clark has
some three months.
mtiiiy friends here and if the rumor is
true that he will return with a young
wiic, ihey .ill oljrr congratulations io
.

advance.

P.. H. Morgan and Dr. Riggs were In
fro::i the Armstrong ranch this week.
They brought In the skin of a large
Ma' U bear and the skin of a monster
mo r.taln lion. The doctor was look-in- ?
well and the stories told of his
prouess as a mighty hunter were Ignore J by him with becoming modesty.

which greatly reduces botn the heat
and dust
Mrs.. W. R. Epperson, who has been
a helpless invalid for the paRt seventeen years, died Tuesday night and
was buried yesterday afternoon in
Greer.iiwn cemetery, the funeral being
private. Mrs. Epperson was 58 years
of age. leaving a devoted husband to
mourn her loss. ,
Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden. of Columbia college, and Clayton Wetherlll arrived in Farmington yesterday for the
purpose of outfitting for a two months'
trip among the Aztec ruins along the
lower San Juan. This is the seventh
season Dr. Prudden has spent in the
vicinity, gathering data for a concise
map of the ancient ruins of the southwest. Mr. Wetherlll always acting as
his guide. F. E. Hyde. Jr., of New
York city, will be here tomorrow evening and accompany them on the journey.

Death brings its sorrow, especially

so, when in its wake, it leaves a vacant crib and removes the cheery voice
of the last born. Such was the experience last Friday of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Palmer, in the loss of their bright and
Dr.
years
forty
Fowler's
Extract
I'or
baby boy. Earl,
attractive
of Wild Strawlerry has been curing after
only a week's illness. Interment
dysentery,
diarrhcomplaint,
summer
from the family
oea, bloody flux, pain In the .stomach, was held Saturday
B. Ashcroft and J. H.
J.
residence.
everyyet
failed to do
and It has never
uean of the church of Latter Day
thing claimed for it.
Saints officiating at the grave. Universal sympathy is extended to the
LAS CRUCES.
parents in their sad affliction.

move quite a burden from this county,
as the expense of the woman's keeping was no small affair.
MiS6 Pansy Smith, who for the past
nine months has been absent from tier
home In this city attending school in
New York, returned, and it Is hoped
by the many triends of Miss Punsy
that she will now remain in Deming.
where she has a host of warm friends.
Miss Dot Galloway, accompanied by
Mrs. Mcintosh, of Salt Lake city, and
with whom Miss Galloway has been
visiting for the past three months,
passed through Deming for her home
in Silver City. Miss Galloway Is practically cured of the rheumatism with
which she was a great sufferer when
she went to Salt Lake.
W. H. Greer returned from a hurried
trip to California. Mr. Greer was accompanied on his return by I). M.
Ltnnard. of Pasadena. Cal., .who Is
now looking over the country with a
now that Mr. Llnnard, In company wl
view to investment.
It is expected
now that Mr. Lintiard. in company
with other capitalists who will come
here, will soon open a bank In this
city. Wc are reliably Informed that
the new bank will be opened in the
new Clark & Co. building that is now
being built at the corner of Gold avenue and Pine street.

Saves a Woman's Life.
To have given up would have meant
death for Mrs. Lois Crag, of Dorchester, Mass. For years she had endured
untold misery from a severe lung trouble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
writes, "I could scarcely breathe and
sometimes could not speak. All doctors and remedies failed till I used Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption
and was completely cured." Sufferers
From the Progress.
from coughs, colds, throat and lung
Aztec.
Dr. B. E. Lane spent a couple of
trouble need this grand remedy, for It
Index.
From
the
days this week at Modoc.
never disappoints. Cure Is guaranteed
Marriages are getting to be quite a Dr. A. Rosenthal, of Farmington. and by all druggists. Price 50 cents and
DirecN.
Buck,
E.
Mexico
New
of
the
Cruces lately.
fad in
$1. Trial bottle free.
Mrs. O. T. Preston will leave soon tory company, were Aztec visitors this
week.
for her old home in England.
SOCORRO.
The influx of immigrants promises
Virginia Carrion died last Tuesday,
From
the Chieftain.
to be more of an Influx than ever durafter having suffered a long illness.
R. W. Monroe arrived In the city
H. D. Bowman and wife left for a ing the fall months. They are surely
and received a hearty welcome from
Bummer vacation on the Pacific coast. coming.
The first crop of hay Is about all in his numerous Socorro friends.
Miss Lottie Sweet has been visiting
Mrs. John Greenwald has returned
with Mrs. Roberts, the milliner, this the stack, and the universal report is
that the yield Is the heaviest for years, from a visit with relatives and friends
week.
in St. Louis and Kansas City.
JI'ks L. Etneridge has been visiting if not in the history of the county.
Estes, the forger, now in the county
Dr. Wm. Drlscoll, Pierre Hlnes and
her sister, Mrs. Coleman, of Mesilla
jail, essayed an escape last week. He Marvel Smith came down from an ex
Pari,, the past week.
Ra!;h French is in from his cattle had started to file through the tuttl-fru- tended stay In Water canyon.
May & Yunker have leased tne
bars of the jail, when . Deputy
range for a few days. He reports that
he has a good water supply and that Sheriff Charley Baker tumbled to his Browne & Manzanares store building
near the depot and will convert it into
his cattle are not suffering from the racket.
Some of the Aztec boys have pur- a storage warehouse. '
dry weather.
companchased a set of band Instruments and
Miss Flora Emlg, of El Paso, is a
While Willie Lerma and a
ion were Inspecting a toy pistol Friday are practicing regularly and expect to guest at the home of her uncle and
many
aunt. Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hammel, on
It went off. Willie got the full effect give Aztec a brass band ere
of it in the face and will be laid up weeks. They have about twelve pieces California street.
in tne band. They deserve success.
W. H. Byerts is still making some
for a time.
They do say the Navajos are in a progress in drilling for water on his
This week W. E. Baker acquired control of the Hafey telephone by buying. bad way. The drought has played fruit ranch west of town, though not
This will give Mr. Baker complete con- havoc with their live stock and the so rapid progress as . e could wish.
C. H. Elmenuorf, of the American
trol of the talephone situation in Las low prices of blankets have played
Cruces, and will give him the oppor- havoc with their finances. One of the Valley company, was in Magdalena
tunity to give Las Cruces first class trading stores is reported to hold 2,000 awaiting the arrival of a large quantity
service. There is plenty of room here pawns which the reds are unable to re- of wool from the ranges for shipment.
for one telephone company. We can deem.
Miss M. P. Clark, of Worcester.
Frank B. Allen, Farmir.gton's popu- Mass., and Will W. Clarke, of Organ,
not but condemn the course some have
man,
was
an
Aztec
N. M., were In town between trains on
taken in ordering their 'phones taken lar livery and hotel
out on learning the change. The Pro- visitor, accompanied by his wife. It their way to visit their parents, At
county
gress likes the change no better than was Frank's first trip to the
and Mrs. C. C. Clark, of Kelly.
he
a good many others, but we can not seat in two long yeais, and he sayswas
Miss Mary T. Stevens, of La Junta,
see that this is a sufficient reason for came near losing the road. He
Colo., is visiting ac the home of her
injuring the telephone service. It is duly impressed by the Improvements uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. James
only spite work and will not benefit noticeable In this end of the valley.
Stevens, on her way home from a proT. K. Holden, well known to Aztec longed stay In Prescott, Ariz.
those orderfn? 'phones out in any way,
while it will injure Las Cruces. It is and San Juan county. Is running a
The glorious Fourth was a quiet da"
rooming house at Eureka, above
probable that Miss Archibald, who has
In Socorro. There was a generous disM. M. Condron, who conduct- play of flags and bunting and the small
given such excellent satisfaction ' as
"central" for the Hafey line, will be ed the barber shop here last winter, boy celebrated In the usual way. Othretained In the same position for the has a shop in the building occupied by erwise an unusual quiet pervaded the
Mr. Holden. Dr. E. G. Conditt is also city.
consolidated ccmr-aiy-.
located at Eureka. He is assistant suSamuel Locke was in Magdalena in
perintendent of the Sioux Mining com- his capacity of cattle Inspector to look
The Perfect Liver Medicine.
engaged
practice
pany
in
the
and is
Mrs. M. A. Jolley, Noble, O. T..
the shipment of several carload?
which brings him in a after
writes: "I have used Herbine for a of medicine, monthly
of
and horses from the western
cattle
Income.
part of the county to eastern points
number of years, and can cheerfully comfortable
recommend it as the most perfect liver
Mr. Locke is giving excellent satlsfac
DEMING.
medicine, and the greatest blood
tlon In the position he now occupies.
purifier. It is a medicine of positive From the Headlight.
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, director elect
merit, and fully accomplishes all that
B. Pease, bookkeeper and of the faculty of the School of Mines,
Jesse
find
cannot
is claimed for it." Malaria
e
for N. A. Bollch, expects to start expects to arrive in Socorro about
a lodgment in the system while the clerk
first of August. He writes C. T. Brown,
a
visit
of
about
fcr
the
loth
this
month
liver is in perfect order, for one of its to his parents In Pennsylvania. Mrs, secretary of the board of trustees, that
functions Is to prevent the absorption
is In Seattle at the present time. he has already received letters of in
of fever producing poisons. Herbine is Pease
Matthews, who has resided quiry concerning the work of tne
Edwin
&0c
a' most efficient liver regulator.
with
his uncle and aunt, Mr. and school from a number of young men in
here
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe. Mr3. E. Matthews,
for the past seven various parts of the country, and that
veers, left for a visit to his parents he hopes to see a considerable Increase
SAN JUAN COUNTY.
in the number of technical students In
and relatives in Chillicothe, Mo.
I
Probably the largest valued deed attendance at the Institution.
rmington..
that has ever been recorded In New
Fi ra the Times.
If a Man Lie to You,
A new railing that adds very much Mexico was that of the Southwestern
say
some other salve, ointment,
&
And
company
El
Paso
to
the
to the beauty of the interior of the Railroad
lotion, oil or alleged healer is as good
First National bank has been put in Southwestern Railway company, which as
Bucklen's Arnica salve, tell him 30
place. The railing was furnished by was flleu with the probate clerk of
Luna county. B. Y. McKeyea. this years of marvelous cures of piles,
Graf & Johnson.
Work was resumed on the Blake oil week. The deed is of value $5,500,000, burns, boils, corns, felons, ulcers, cuts,
well Tuesday, and will now be pushed and bore revenue stamps to the value scalds, bruises and skin eruptions
prove its the best and cheapest. 25c
with all possible speed until oil is of $27,487.
Mol'ue Wilson, the insane woman, at all drug stores.
found in good quantities or the operators are satlsfk-- that it It not below who has for the past year been in conIN FAVOR OF SHEEPMEN.
finement in the jail of this county and
them.
Dr. T. B. Lee, who for several for a lor.g time before ttmt was conmonths has been operating a process fined w the Grant county Jail will be Judge Holds There Is no Law of Conof gold extraction on the placer claims sent to the insane asylum at Lasgress to Keep Off Reserves.
up the San Juan, has sold the right of Vegas early next week. This will reIn
United States district court
the
pro$3.oo0.
The
Colorado parties for
Judge
De Haven granted the motion
HARD.
PRESSED
cess Is his own invention.
in arrest of judgment in the case of ue
The Odd Fellows elected officers at
United States vs. Peter Camoit, follow-luCoffee's Weight on Old Age.
their meeting Tuesday night .as fol
Inthe decision of District Judge
the
men
realize
prominent
When
lows: N. ., L. H. Miller: V. .. Harof Los Angeles, In a similar case
ind th
vey Towner; secretary. W. H. Cham jurious effects of coffee
Postum can brought before him in l!uo, says a relerlain; treasurer, W. N. Kight; repre change in healthgladthat lend
nieir tes- cent dispatch from San Francisco.
to
Bentative to the grand lodge which bring, tlity are
Peter Camou was charged with viomeets at Socoiro in October. l"r. (). C timony for the benoht of theis.of pub- lating
the regulation of the Interior
C. C. Wright, superintendent
McEwen.
department which prohibits the pasOne of the best returns from a n:all lic sctioohi in Nortn Cai'lina, says.
of sheep on the federal forest
area ol hay ground that l as tome t "My mother, since her early child- turing
and provides a punishment
our notice is that of liroii-r- s & An-- j hood, was an 'nveterati; ceffe. drinker reserves,
Irews, who now own the I."i Cue ,ind had be n troubled with her Heart for those violating this regulation. In
years and complained passing on the matter the court said:
ranch. On their fiit cutting of alialla for a numtt-- of
is no law of congress making
they cut 'Jai acres which they sold t of that 'weak all over" feeling and sick it "There
an
to pasture sheep igion for
offense
btomach.
cuv
thoroughly
was
it
before
parties
"Sone time ago. I was making an est reservations, and I fully concur in
at the rate of ll.f.O per ten. Tl:o c o;i
part of the the opinion of Judge Welborn.''
when weighed in the loiK'.ition it v.as ottVial visit ti a distant with
one of
Three similar cases are now pending
when Fold, inan ten ton:,, t Kim bring- coentiy and tool; dinner
the merchants of the place. I noticed in the same court and Assistant United
ing tne owners $4C for the i.nn'iiii is
flavor to the cof-- ! States Attorney Banning said that unol allalil Hum tlie nit cut- a somewhat peculiat concerning
24
it. He der this ruling it would e necessary
ting, if any one in i.i out of Sau Juan ' fee. and asked him
Postun Food Cof-- to enter a nolle prosequi is each case.
county can beat this record He var.t repliedI that it was
was so pleased with it. that This will throw open the reserves to
fee.
to hef.r from them.
latter the meal was over, 1 I uunht a the sheepmen unless the forest guar!iaeka" to arry home with me, and dians take the advice of Manning, and
From the Hustler.
Attorney Whitehead is doing al'ou' hal wife prepare some for the next immediately on learning that sheep are
meal; the whole family were so well herding on the reservations apply for
all 1'.e le;;bl work of the town.
A n w bov has arrived at the Lome pleased with it, that we discontinued an injunction. If a restraining order
coffee and use Postuni entirely.
i not heeded the owners and herders
of Mr. and Mrs. Hairy S. Allen
Iliad really been at times very anx- may then be punished for contempt of
The electric lights give Farmington
condimy
mother's
court.
ious concerning
quit.- - a Metropolitan appearance.
Tors ' watermelons and anta-loiu- tion, but we noticed that after using
so
Police Court
"ill be raised this year in and Postum for a short time, she felt
Judge Crawford has returned from a
to
its
prior
she
did
than
better
much
Farmington.
nd
aroi
use. and had little trouble with her few days' outing In the mountains and
James Pierce had the nnslortur.e
by
wrist,
dislocating
his
heart aud no sick stomach; that the police court opened this morning for
week,
in
last
headaches were not so frequent, and the first time tince the Fourth. The
falling off a load of hay.
J. A. her general condition much improved. grist this morning was composed of
The home of Rev. and Mrs.
The
was blessed Tuesday morning. This lontinued until she was as well three vagrants and one nuisance.
vagrants were given ten days each and
us.
June 24. by the arrival of a big bounc- aud hearty us The rest of benefited
my- C Mora, who was arrested for commit"I know Postum haa
ing baby boy.
self and the other members of the fam ting a nuisance, got $10 or ten days.
The piped water system Is becoming
so marked a degree as
veiy ixipular these warm day. It en- ily,, but not inmy
C. N. Stevens was a passenger north
mother, as she was a
ables the merchants to keep the in the case of standing.
last night.
streets and sidewalk well sprinkled, victim of long
tl
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J. M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED

Few people can understand the feelings of the pugilist as he is being counted
out. He hears the seconds ticked off.
He struggles to rise, but struggles in
vain. He has lost the fight.
There are some who are making
losing fight for life that can appreciate
this ; those whose lungs are diseased.
With every tick of the watch, they know
that they are being counted out.
The great question is how can a quick
rally be made to continue the fight
against disease? Many who have asked
that question have found n satisfactory
answer in the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. It cures bronchitis,
obstinate, deep-seatecoughs, hemorrhage, night - sweats, emaciation, and
other conditions which if neglected or
unskilfully treated may find a fatal
termination in consumption.
d

188S.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND N0N RESIDENT8.

"When I commenced taking Dr. Pierce's
Golden Meilical Discovery." writes Mr. John T.
Reed, ot Jefferson, Jefferson Co , Ark., "I was
very low with a cough, and would at times spit
Up blood.
I was not able to do anv work at nil.
was weak and my head was diiiy. The first
bottle I took did me so much good thnt I had
faith in it and continued until I had taken
twelve bottles.
Now I do not look tike nor Teel
like th- - same man as I was a year mo. People
wer astonished and said thev did not think I
1
could live.
can thankfully say that I am
entirely cured of a disease from which had it
not been for your wonderful Discovery I would

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

have died."

There are cures behind every claim
made for tie "Discovery," which no
"just as grxi" medicine can show.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse
the bowels and stimulate the sluggish
liver.

mmtmm

BACHECHI

Tne Prevailing Fad.
For the occult, the mythical and iae
astrological, has inspired a clever designer to utilize the idea by producing
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
colors and a Jingling rhyme referring
thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
colors, ready to embroider. Price for
top and back, 65 cents, at the Economist.
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases; telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.

o

Deming will be tne great smelter
center. Two large plants will be in-

stalled within the year.

WHOLESALE

GIOMI

&

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies,
We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apolllnaras and Hunyadl waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lempa' St. Louis

beer, and also for ML Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.

Surprise
and Pleasure

nil-

GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S.

First

0C00000000
B.

St, Albuquerque,

N. M.

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS I

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.
ARE INVARIABLY EXPRESSED BY
THOSE WHO PATRONIZE THE IMLAUNDRY.
PERIAL
WHETHER
THEY DRESS FOR STYLE OR COMFORT, OR BOTH, THE HIGH QUALITY OF OUR WORK LEAVES NOTHING TO BE DESIRED IN THE PERFECT CLEANLINESS AND SUPERB
FINISH GIVEN TO ALL LINEN
TO OUR CARE.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street,

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.
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ALBUQUCRQUt.
For Sale
W. Y. Walton
C. H. Briggs
Mann Drug Store
E. G. Murphy

AOT.

ty

-

fCWMLX

Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Las Vegas
East Las Vegas

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

H1. PALMER.
J.
flay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Springer
Krerais Brothers
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
San Marcial
J. W. McCoach
Porterfleld Drug company. .Silver City Mail Orders Receive
El Paso, Tex.
Keller & Pollard

Prompt Attention
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

501 North

Flr.t Street

Albuqueraue.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
IN THE CITY
BEST TURNOUTS
Addresa W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albueuerque, N. M.
iteming has increased 60 per cent in
population In four years.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS

GROCERIES

AND

Telephone t47.

iN

LIQUORS.

Free dellTery to

Nw Mexlct,

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Qraln.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.
Sole egenU for San Antonio Lime.

il 1 parta

of the city.

lit, ais,

17

I

North Third Street

More Harmful

Railroad Topics

Than Alcohol

J. T. McGlaughln. of the Santa Fe
Central, was a passenger for Kennedy
last night.
Fred Mudge, resident engineer for
the Santa Fe, with headquarters at
Las Vegas., is in the city.
Trainmaster Gilison,. of Winslow,
spent the Fourth visiting with his
family on West Gold avenue.
Road Foreman William Daze has returned to his home at Winslow, after
spending a few days in this city.
S. Vann., who was down at San
l
regulating railroad watches disordered by the fire, has leturned to the
city.
Conductor J. B. Skinner,, a jolly,
good fellow, who has been visiting in
Kansas City for the past two weeks,
has returned to WinBlow.
J. E. Hurley, the newly appointed
superintendent of the eastern grand
division, arrived in Topeka last Thursday, and took charge of his office the
next day.
The poles have been distributed and
the holes dug for the telephone line between Needles and Gold Road mines.
The line is completed to that point

Williams Fork there are hundreds of
mining claims that could be cheaply
developed
and placed on a paying
basis if the road was put In, and these
mines have to now He idle on account
of their Isolation.
Lape Hat a Job. C. F. Lape, until
the last eruption among omcials in the
mechanical department at San Ber
nardino, division master mechanic,,
has engaged his services to a tool company of Chicago and has started on
(he road to represent the firm. Mr.
Lape is a railroad man of much experience and it is not believed that he
will remain content out of that service
long. He was with the Wabash in Illinois previous to taking the place
which he held with the Southern California at Sad Bernardino.
Repulsive Features,
Blackheads, pimples, greasy faces
and muddy complexions, which are so
common among women, especially
girls at a certain age. destroying beauty, disfiguring and making repulsive,
features which would otherwise appear attractive and refined, indicate
that the liver is out of order. An ocfrom Kingman.
casional dose of Herblne will cleanse
J. E. Saint, secretary for the Santa the bowels, regulate the liver and so
Fe Central and Albuquerque Eastern, establish a clear, healthy complexion.
came down from Santa Fe last night. 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
He returned to Kennedy this morning. Ruppe.
It is estimated that the exclusive
COL J. N.SMITHEE.
use of fuel oil on the Southern Pacific
will net a saving of $1,500,000 a year
over coal. The company has ordered Fearing to Be a Cripple He Commits
Suicide in Little Rock, Ark.
250 new oil tank cars with a capacity
Col. J. N. Smithee. for twelve years
of 13,000 gallons each.
resident of Denver and formerly an
The announcement is made that the aeditorial
writer on the Rocky MounSanta Fe will at the end of the present tain
committed suicide in Little
month abolish the position of superin- Rock,News,
some time Saturday morntendent of bridges and building at To- ing byArk.,
firing a bullet Into his brain.
peka, which is now held by E. McCann. The dead
of the colonel was
The work will be done under the direct found in a body
room of the Merchants'
control of the general superintendent, hotel
In that city, a pistol clasped In
J. E. Hurley.
his right hand and a bullet hole
General Manager Mudge, of the through his head explaining the manSanta Fe, officially announces that he ner of death. A further explanation
has appointed A. E. Sweet, at present was contained in the following note
trainnastcr at Las Vegas, to tne posi- left on the table:
tion ot assistant general manager,
"For cripples, paupers and mendiwhich is left vacant by the promotion cants I have no use. Fearing I may
of D. E. Cain to the superintendency get in one of these classes by reason
of the western grand division.
of the Injury with which I was recentAn official of the Santa Fe states ly visited, I end the doubt."
that the company's electric pjant at
Feared to Be a Cripple.
Needles will be in operation in about
Mr. Smithee referred to an accident
a month. Arc lights will be placed,
In New York
one in front of the reading room and which happened to him upon
the side,
one in front of the hospital, wmle sev- last November. He fell
to his aneral others will be placed in various walk and received an injuryhospital
alkle which kept him in a
points of yards and depot grounds.
He
time.
from
continually
most
that
The" Doming Headlight says:
The
been able to get out a number of
Mexican who was brought to the hos- had
times but always to be forced to bed
pital in this city some time ago badly again.
It is supposed .at a return of
mashed up from a too intimate acled to the despondency
quaintance with a railroad train on the the trouble
caused him to take his life. The
Bisbee, concluded last Tuesday night that
especially severe to Mr.
ue would give up the struggle which injury was
was a very large man.
as
he
Smithee
was
buried
at
He
died.
he uni, and
Jury of Little Rock recoroner's
The
day.
place
next
the
this
turned a verdict in accordance with
A fire in the Needles round house the above facts. The funeral over the
a few nights ago nearly ruined passen- colonel's body will be held in Little
ger engine No. 480. While standing Rock, under charge of his brother in
over a pit the oil eayght Are. She was law. James Cook, a prominent resident
run out of the house, but before the of that place.
flames were extinguished the cab was
a total wreck, and the lank badly blisColonel Smithee was well known
tered and warped. It is Baid the fire throughout New Mexico, and for some
was due wholly to the carelessness of time he was stationed at Santa Fe as a
the men who were working on the en- government land department Inspectgine.
or. Mrs. Smithee and family of six
A Bisbee combination Iraggage and' children three sons and three daughexpress car is standing in the Santa ters survive him; all live in Denver,
Fc yards at Deming that one might im- and are employed in that city.
agine had been spewed from the
"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
mouth of Mt. Pelee in the recent
Stomach and Liver Tablets and find
troubles with that crater. It was run them
the best thing for my 6tomach 1
into at Las Vegas and now a compara- ever used,"
says T. W. Robinson, justive wreck. Formerly this car was tice of the peace,
Loomis, Mich. These
quite an elaborate aftalr and it is a
not only correct disorders of
pity that it got busted up before the tablets
but regulate the liver and
Bisbee had an opportunity of using it the bowelsThey
are easy to take and
bowels.
at least once.
pleasant in effect. Price 25 cents per
Santa Fe Museum and Freight Build- box. For sale by all druggists.
ings. Work on the new Santa Fe
SANTA FE COURT.
freight depot Is progressing in a very
satisfactory manner," says J. A. Harlan, superintendent of bridges and Water Decree Signed Suit Against
buildings on the Kio Grande division,
George Hill Howard.
and who is overseeing the building of
Judge McFie Thursday signed an
deoffice
the new freight house. The
decree in the case of the ace.
partment of the building will be ready amended
quia
tie Llano et al vs. the Acequia de
lor occupancy by the first of August, las Joyas del Llano Frio et al, the deand the building of the platforms and cree apportioning
the water of the
freight sheds is only a small job. The Nambe river to which
Pueblo Inlaying of the tracks will take several dians of Nambe and thethe
other settlers
iays. so we do not expect to pet any are entitled.
freight in to the warehouse before
Judgment was granted in the district
September."
for San Juan county against J.
The office part of the building resem- court
W. Kight for $324.30 in favor of .he
bles an old Spanish block house. The Colorado
State bank at Durango, Colo.,
window are set high in the wall and
the principal and interest on a
are square in form. Each of the four being
note with cost of suit, etc.
corneis of the building is capped with
Suit was brought in the district
a miniature castle.
for Santa Fe county by Napoleon
court
building
at
last
museum
has
The
U. Laughlin vs. George Hill Howard to
been finished, and presents a very recover
a note for $50 given on Austriking appearance. The Harvey col- gust 21. on
1899, with 10 per cent interest
lections of Indian curios and antique and $25 attorney's
fees. Also to recover
pottery will be moved in immediately. on a note
for $162 given jointly iy
The carpenters had one little at cuicnt George
Howard and Thomas
in placing the large plate jinxes, Smith to Hill
the San Miguel National bank
which ,orm the east side of the build- at
Las Vegas on November 1, 1897. at
ing and the west side of the arcade. A 10 per
cent.
piece was broken out
of one of the plates. These large
A household necessity. Dr. Thomas'
glasses give the builtung a nit e Ecleetric Oil.
Heals burns, cuts,
appeaiance and make ideal show win- wounds of any sort: cures sore throat,
dows.
croup, catarrh, asthma; never f&iU.
Mar-cla-

three-cornere-

d

oval-shape-

Hunting a Railroad. M. J. Murphy,
a retiied railroad contractor of I 'hoe-nix,- .
Ariz., arrived at Koswcll and nas
In en quartered at the Shelby, says the
ivtgister. He helped build the Southern acific jrears a;o and after that
wjb connected with the building of the
Arizona canal in the Salt River valley,
it has been rumored that he was here
to get Information in reference to the
extension of the 1'ecos Valley & Northeastern from Roswell to El 1'aso, but
when asked aliout it by a Register representative, he said there was nothing
in it. He is said to have called on Mr.
Haerman at South Spring on Wednesday, which gave color to thv leport
about the extension, to El I'aso.
Survey Completed. A recent communication from Congress Junction
states that the survey of the railroad
line from that place westward to the
Colorado river has beeu made, but that
it will be some time before work in
earnest is begun on the construction,
says the Kinsman Mluer. The road is
one of the most important ones in the
country and would give Phoenix an almost direct outlet to the coast, besides
opening up one of the richest mineral
and agricultural countries in the territory'- Along the Santa Maria and Bill

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

Overeating Worst Form
of Intemperance.
If yourfood Is undigested. you are underfed, no matter how much vou at.
And the underfed man is, to the extent
oi me unaerreeaing, crippled for the
battle of life. On the other hand,
there Is such a thin? as overeat in.
The harm done by indigestion caused
by overloaded stomachs exceeds that
from the increased heart beats caused
by the use oi alcohol or whiskey.
Eat as much good food as you need
but don't overload the stomach. If
your stomach is weak it may refuse to
digest what you cat. Then you ought
to use a good digestant like Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which digests what you
eat without the stomach's aid. This
rest and the wholesome tonics con
talned in Kodol Dyspepsia Cure soon
restore health. Tou don't have to diet.
Don't eat too much. That's harmful.
But eat enough and of sufficient varie
ty. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
it. It quickly relieves the sensation
of fulness and bloating from which
some people suffer after meals. It
and absolutely cures
firevents belching
and other stomach troubles. Equally good for children.
Lemuel Jamea, MarysTllle, O .aayit MI suffered from dyrpepata for thirty year bat
few

V. V. CLARK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 1
juquprque, N. M.
Bpeclaltle--Repo!tsurveys and maps:
plana and reduction worku; mlnea and
mining investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysts
Wept Onld avenue,
a,

O3TE0PATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Ktrkvllle, Ma Laing trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.
DENTISTS
My dental office win be closed until
22. E. J. Alger.

June

LAWYERS

ernard 8. Rodey
W, Albuquerque, N
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-tlc- e
In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
'.

ATTOR.N

A

M.

t. M. Bond
42 F street, N.
r. C. Pensions,
lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
ATTORNET-AT-LAOfflce, room I
N. T. Armtjo building.
Will practice It
all tlie courts of the territory.

Dyspepsia

R. W. D. Bryan
Office,

M.

'

E. W. Dobson

Cures all Stomach Troubles.
Office, Crota
Prepared only by E. C. Df.Witt A Co., Chicago, well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
The 1. bottle contains BH timet the 50c. kite.
John H. 8tlngle,
ATTORNET-AT-LACromwell block
Dewnr$ time EARLY RISERS Albuquerque,
N. M.

$1.5011

1.501

1

1

.

PHYSICIAN
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Hotneopathlo Physician,
Whiting Block.
Room 17,

DR. I. SAYLIN.
Rare Opportunity.
Offered to those contemplating the
Physician and Surgeon.
purchase of an organ. We will reduce Office. Santa Fe Pacific hospital.
M. Private hours. 1 to d. m.
dollar and a half every day, until sold, Hospital N.'phones:
Automatic, 117; old
on one of our popular Victor organs, pnone, kl
finished In solid oak with eleven stops,
and fully guaranteed for five years.
The price being S 75.00; now special
Railroad Time Tables
price $67.00, reducing $1.50 every day
until sold.
We have sold six pianos in the last
ten days. Is this not satisfactory evidence of the values o.iered In our special eale?

Albu-nuerau- e.

II

ma

HALL & LEARNARD.
The Square Music Dealers.
Keep Cool

I

Wear the right kind of a hat. Get a
ice straw, a canvas or a French chip
nobby and Inexpensive. We have plenty of them. Simon Stern, the Railroad
Avenue Clothier.

c?

o
o
o

Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to aJ
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. 0. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
A. G. & P. A.. Mexico
C. A., El Paso.
G. F. & P. A.,Mexico,

First National Bank building
Frank W. Clancy

ATTORNET-AT-LAW-

$1,501

The Mexican Central

Albuquerque, N.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Cure

The famous little pills for constipation.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. H. Brigga
ft Co.

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
is
experienced. Although not generally known summer is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg-- .s lovely.
o
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under g

ATTORN
W., Washington,

bottle of Kodol Dyepepala Car completely cured me and I heartily recommend It to
rooms I and 8,
ATTORNET-- a
all sufferer from this diaeaae."
.1. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M

Kodol

The Thermometer
is Seldom Hi her Than
8o in Mexico City

(la Effect June

i

ESTES
PARK
' r
Esta Park folders free.
It's cool In Colorado.
One of the best Colorado Resorts is Estes Park, easily reached
from Denver via the Burlington Route.
' ,
Excellent accommodations at hotels, boarding houses and
ranches.
"

iHullliptl

r.
I'

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G.'.W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

1, iy02.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
1,
No.
California Express.... 7:15p.m.
MONUMENTS.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
All kinds of stone and amble work. No. 3, California
10 : 50 a.m.
Limited
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. No. 2, Atlantic
Express
8:30 a.m.
H.
MAURINO.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
o
7:30p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
Plumbing.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
We have auaea a plumbing depart- No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
ment and tin shop to our business.
11:00 p.m.
When you have anything in this line No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
to be done see us about it before placNo. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
ing your order. Albuquerque' Hard- No.
"
"
4. Chicago Limited
They prove the
11:45 p.m.
1
ware company.
8,
Chicago Express
No.
p.m.
6:45
o
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Knights of Pythias.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4. No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
"
'
10 to 20 hours tne
Knights of Pythias All No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
. ..
Quickest
line to the
i
,
members are requested to
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
East.
be present at their Castle and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and MonThe only THROUGH SERVICt
,J
Hall on Gold avenue at 8
o'clock tonight Visitors days. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri
UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT, Insur- I
days.
welcomed.
Harvey Dining service, undeniaIng uniform excellence.
Local freight No. 99, going south.
W. F. SWITZER. C. C.
passengers.
Trains Daily. PERSONALLY
Three
America.
bly
in
carries
the
Finest
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. & S.
F. L. MYERS. Agent.
CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS.
Trunks; when you need a good stylish well constructed trunk, with all CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
the modern Improvements, come to the El Paso-Roc- k
Island Route
Golden Rule Dry Goods Company for
EFFECTIVE JUNE 5, 1902.
it. We will save you money on its
cost. Come in and see them.
DAILY SERVICE
East
West
.
o
am
Lv.. .El Paso...Ar
Have you seen that blue enanielec 8:00 pm
8:15 pm " . . .Ft. Illiss. . .Lv 7:15 am
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard.. Hereford ..." 6:49 am
8:41 pm
ware company's store. It is the most
9:3n pm
.Jarilla June. " 6:00 am
Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
beautiful and ornamental ware ever 10:55 pm.
.Alamogordo. " 4:55 am
seen in Albuquerque.
.. Tularosa ..." 4:lGam
pin.
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
u:zi
12:23 am, " . . . Oscura
3:22 am
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
In Deming the demand for rental 1:10 ami " . . Carrizozo . . " 2:53 am
houses Is five times in excess of the 2:0(1 ami " , . .. Aneho .... " 2:06 am
hotel accommodations. Stage leaves
supply.
2:2!) am " . . Tecolote .
1:48 am
Albuquerque three times a week.
"
anil
1:05 am
Deming! Have you been there? If 3:13 am; " .. . Corona .
3:29
am
12:43
Torrance
REASONABLE
TERMS
Geo. W. BIXLER,
not, you should get there for the big
am " . . Marino .
12:10 am
sale of lota on the 17th of this month. 3:57
"
. I'astura
.
.
pm
am;
5:15
10:26
o
ti 05 am Ar, .Santa Rosa.."i 9:30pm
Tin, galvanized iron and coppei
. Santa Rosa.. Ar,10:15.pra
7:30 am
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
9:27 am; " ., Tiicumcari .. Lv 8:07 pm COOCOOC)COOOOCXDC)COOOCOOCOOC
ny.
4:.r.5 am " . . Topeka
il 2:50 am
Kansas City.. "110:45 pm.
amAr..
Agricultural lands in Deming are un- 0:55
i
pm " . . . Chit ago
8:15am
surpassed for fertility, production of
C A PIT AN"I! R A N CI I
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Used In the Medical Department of the
um Lv. . Carri.ozo . . Arj 7:(0pni
United
Deming. the seat of the n.w county ?:"
States Army and Navy Service,
USE,
FAMILY
45
FOR
8:
am'ArNorth CapitunLvj 5:25 pm Q
of Luna.
recognized as the purest stimulant In
CONVALESCENTS
9:n5 am; " . . . Capitan
5:00 pm C
Q
AND INVALIDS.
the market Recommended by the best
ALAMOGORDO URANCH.
Just received a large shipment of
medical authority in the land.
Japanese and Chinese matting. Alberi S no am'Lv.'Alamogord6r"Ar"8 :"00 "pm
raber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Ki:.r.o am Ar. Cltiutlt rolt .Lv 5:20 pin
11 : li aire " . .Cox Canon.. " 5:00 pm
Sold exclusively by
per cent reducAttend the special
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
These trains make direct connec
tion sale on men's and boys' clothing
St urges' turocean.
tions at all principal Junction points
at Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
E. A. Miera. Culm. N. M. : John hi-- .
with all diverging lines.
Keep your eye ou Deming.
coocxxxxxoooocooco
A. N. UHOWN. G. P. A..
nion and wife. New Voik; F II. Wie- landy, St. Louis; Wm. Hornbeig ami
El I'aso, Texas.
wife, t'abezon; Esquipula Iiaca, M.
Itaca. I'ena Hlanca; J. II. y Lucero,
THOUSANDS SAVED
Santa Fe; I. Laskin. Jerome, Arizona.

o

COMPARE

a

THE
SCHEDULES

....

SANTA FE

O0COC00000O0
Ho.

"7-3-

For the Sulphur Hot Springs

..."

Mgr.

00OtX5X0000000to

.

..."
..."

THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

.

..."i

:

MORELLO BROS.,

Pale. Thin

Alvarado.

W. I. P.arce, l.os Angeles; R. C.
Thompson and wife. Pine Bluff, Ark.;

Schwartz, Cincinnati; ('apt. H. C
Silver City; n. Sehullo. hi
Paso; R. J. Arey. Thos. K. Maddock.
S. N'.

Gilbert,

Williams.

Hotel Highland.

HukIi M. .lenkinson. Kansas City;
Jos. Ellison. Chicago; o. 1.. .Miles, Kansas City; Geo. Griggs, Edgar Griggs,
El I'aso.
E.

O.

Grand Central.
Augerstein, El i'aso: J.

N.

Kinman, Angel Camp: Victor Sais and

children, Valencia county.
Deming water Is chemically pu
equal to Polan Springs.
u
Let us flgur on your plumbing.

hardware company.

2

Br

in

Pale cheeks, white lips,
and languid step tell the
story of thin blood, impure

blood.

Doctors call it

"anemia." They recommend
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Ask
them and they will tell you
just why it makes the blood
so rich and red.
All 4ru(isu.
Anemic people are almost always
Their liver is sluggish.
constipated.
They have frequent attacks of

and all THROAT

U ecu.

J.

C.

AYEB CO., Lowell,

Mut.

Mausard's Mills, E.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
AND LUNa TROUBLES.

Albuquerque,

G.

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES

A. E.

FREE.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutuai Iiuildlcf association
J. v. tJaldridge'i Lknber T

Offlce wt

In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE,

BKmN IN CARLOAD
A SPECIALTY.
. - .
New Mexico

N. M.

J. A. SKINNER
DetJer In

Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
tRICE

x,lt

Garcia & Co
Dealers

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

This wonderful imtlicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
K'oncliitis, A6tlirua, Pneumonia, FLOUR AND
LOTS
lid Fever, Pleurisy, Lnurippp.

e,

nausea, biliousness. Jus
one of Ayer's Pills each night will correct thesetroubles.

ifnti nrnnrti

"""WT

The ICEBERG

Staple and

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
All patrons and friends cordially Invited to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
served every day.

206

212 W. Railroad

.'"...

Fancy Groceries

Avenue.

STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

WEST

AVENUE,

RAILROAD

il.

M.

IT WILL UK TIME WELL INVESTED TO HEAD OUK ADVERROSUNWALD DROS.
TISEMENT.

8'

"LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,

vr

i wife

Deputy Sheriff C. E. Newcomer
made a hurried departure for Lamy
" j I
this morning.
Quite a large crowd attended the
Devlne-Berrdance at the Orchestrion
hall Saturday night.
Hon. C. A. Spless came up from Silver City this morning en route to nls
home at Las Vegas.
Ross McMillan, son of Judge McMillan, was married Wednesday last to a
young lady of Buffalo, N. Y.
"Spot" Moore certainly did his whole
duty in advertising tue territorial fair
at the Silver City celebration.
F. H. Mitchell is transacting business in Las Vegas. He expects to return to Albuquerque tomorrow.
Judge Newcomb, of Silver City, was
a welcome caller at tnls office mis
morning. He went to Santa Fe on legal
business.
Arthur Hlnes, bookkeeper for the
John A. Lee Lumber company, left Saturday night for a short outing on the
Pacific coast.
The Woman's Re.Ief Corps will meet
at the Knights of ythias hall on Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. by order of president. Temperance A. Whltcomb, secretary.
Miss Harriet Evans, a.ho has been
spending the winter in the flty, visiting with Miss Marie Benjamin, left
this morning for her home in Kansas
y

CoolShoesforHotFeet

.

Do your feet perspire,? Bathe them in warm water in which Aere
is dissolved a little powdered alum.

Dust the inside of the shoe with
Allen's Footease. But for a permanent cure wear a pair of our glove
fitting low shoes or sandals. We have Just received a new shipment.
LADIES' LOW SHOES WITH LIGHT OR EXTENSIOU

SOLES, LOW

MEDIUM, OR HIGH HEELS
LADIES'

SmDALS,

WITH

50c to
wNE,

THREE

FOUR

AT ONLY
MEN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S

$3.J

STRAPS,
!....$1.2S to $2.50
1.15 to $3.50
...90c to $1.60

OR

SANDALS

IT'S A STEADY uRIND,
this looking for and keeping just what
tha public taste demands. But we do

not believe In handling anything for
which there is no call. Our stock,
which Is carefully selected, Includes
full lines of staple and fancy groceries.
We sell best goods at lowest prices.
Leading specialties are fine teas, pure
coffees, choice creamery butter, and
best canned goods.

J. L. BELL & CO.
Nob. 118 and 120 South Second

St

MEN'S OXFORPS
SEVEN SELLERS . LUCKY SEVEN.
Florshelm Oxford Tie, $3.50 to $4.00.
Florshelm Southern Tie, $3.00 to
$3.50.

Southern

solid comfort, $2.25 to

Tie,1

$2.50.

'

City, Mo.
Miss Flora Vann has returned from
California, where she has been doing
the coast resorts for the past month.
Mrs. W. W. Strong will stay" until tne
latter part of the month.
Rev. T. C. Beattie, pastor of the
First Presbyterian church, and wife,
left this morning for Chester. N. t..
where they will visit for a couple of
months, at rs. Beattie s old home.
Miss Katherlne Graves, who has
been teaching school in Belen the past
two winters and spent Saturday visit
ing with friends in the city, left Sun
day morning for her home in Missouri.
Dr. and Mrs. A. Tyrol er (nee Miss
Barth) have returned to tnelr home at
Williams, Arizona, after a stop over of
a couple of days here, at the home of
the parents of Mrs. vyroler, Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan arth.
Mrs. Russell Howell and daughter.
Miss Maud Radcllffe, of Socorro, arriv-Ithe city this morning, and are vis
iting with their mother, Mrs. T. F,
Reed. Miss Radcllffe Is a teacher in
the Socorro public schools.
B. Ruppe, the druggist who has been
laid up for repairs since the collapse
of his drug store- - in the Weinmann
building, was up and around this
morning. He Is mending, and hopes to
be all right in a few days.
Prof. E. A. Drake, editor of the
n

passea through the
Socorro
to city this Chieftain,
morning bound for Kansas
Mo., where he will visit relatives
Prince AlWrts, plain toe, $2.50 fo City,
for a month. The Citizen wishes Prof.
$2..- -.
Drake a pleasant vacation. " ''
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
Deputy United States Attorney E. L.
;. Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.
Medler. City Attorney J. HI Stingle
and Attorney E. W. Dobson were passengers this morning for Los Lunas,
where they go to attend a meeting of
the Valencia county commissioners.
under It. Cut the center of the nail 'Capt. H. B. Gilbert, military, instruc
very short. The growth of the nail tor at West Point, who has been spendtoward this part will draw it away ing a few weeks at his olej 'home at
from the corners. To keep this trou- Silver City, was in the city yesterday.
ble from coming back wear well fitting Captain Gilbert stopped off between
shoes. We pay particular attention to trains while en route to his station at
fit the feet of our patrons properly. West Point.
Give us a trial. C. May's popular priced
Albuquerque has been having such
Bhoe store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
few fires lately'
Chief Hubbs
If you are going east do not forget decided that a trial that
run was needed to
to get some souvenirs at A. B. Wea- keep the fire department
in practice.
ver's, 807 South First street.
About 9 o'clock this morning a still
STOVE REPAIRS.
alarm was turned In and the departBorradalle ft Co.,
ment made a run on South Second
117 Gold Ave.
street.
o
Col. Francisco Perea, of the Jemez
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain
springs, is in the city, and will
hot
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passen- leave tomorrow with a party of relaresort. The colger train will leave Alamogordo at 8 tives for the famous age
and is truly a
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 onel is 72 years of
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloud- pioneer In every sense of the word.He has been married twice and encroft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo- Joys
the distinction of having been tne
gordo at 8 p. m.
chiiuren, twelve of
Passengers for these trains can take father of thirty-si- living.
breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock whom are now
The ladies and young men of Lc.
dinner at Cloudcroft
John's Episcopal church are requested
A. N. BROWN,
to meet at the rectory, 318 Silver aveO. P. A.. E. P.-I. Route.
nue, on next Thursday evening at 8
Curtains! Curtains II Curtains!!!
o'clock. Representatives of the varWe are PQovlng up to date lace cur- ious church organizations of the, parish
tains in Brussels net, Irish point. Ara- are especially Invited to attend. Imbian nrt, Nottingham, Bobblnet and portant business will be transacted.
muslia. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad The usual moutbly vestry meeting will
avnue.
be held on Friday evening next, at 8
Southern Tie, plain toe,

$3.00.

$2.60

T. MUENSTERMAN.
MONEY TO LOAN.
On dlamonas, watcnen, etc., of any
good security; also household goods

stored with me: strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114, Qold avenue.

CITY NEWS.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Deming, the railroad center of New

Mexico.

See the newest In ladles' neckwear

at The Economist

.

Deming, the gateway to the best
Vert of Old Mexico. .
Kuppe's drus store open all nlgut

.

every night

Window shades In all colors and
Widths at Albert Faber'a, 305 Railroad

Fresh Cut Flowers.

IVES, THE FLORIST.
Deming!
km't overlook It if yon

are looklri for a sale and paying

in-

Mexican drawn work la endless

va-

vestment

x

riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.
In Deming another good Lotel is
needed to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
In Mexican drawn work we are
showing a big assortment. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The Percales we Bell at 5 cents per
yard are very scarce. Loon I. Stern.
In Deming you can buy lota for $100
jrhlch will pay you 100 per cent
less
than twelve months.
Ingrowing toe nails are very painful
To cure them gently raise the corner
of the nail and insert a little cotton

--o
Notice.

.

OF

to know what
"If you want
to see
season,

i.3

5

i

:

smartly dressed men wear
Stein JJloch Clothes.''
n

Summer
Clearance
Sale

:

t
1'

i

a'

.

-

M
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Golden Rule

Mrs. Felipe Hubbell, who was back
east on a visit to relatives and friends,
returned to the city last Saturday
night, being met at the local depot by
Mr. Hubbell. They reside at Pajarito.
Roland Stevens and George A. Saint
returned to Kennedy last night to continue work on the Santa Fe Central,
after enjoying a short vacation.
A large number of city folks visited
the Camp Whitcomb resort yesterday,
some of whom will remain in the
mountains for a few days.
A base ball nine selected from the
brewery played the Como Eatamos
club Sunday afternoon, and the latter
club was badly defeated.
Col. J. Francisco Chaves, territorial
superintendent of public instruction,
passed through the city Saturday nigi
enroute to Socorro.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Fanscett of
returned home last night after
spending a week visiting with Mrs. O.
H. 8cott.
F. M. Hegner, the new man signed
with the Washington Life. Insurance
company, was a passenger north this
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hale are the
proud parents of a ten pound boy. All
concerned are doing well.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president of the
First National bank, came down from
Las Vegas last night.
L. R. Strauss of the firm of Metcalf
StrauBS, is transacting business in
Las Vegas today.
Rev. J. M. Coudert, the well known
priest at Bernalillo, Is in the city to-

tr

Dry Goods Co,

W

t

FOR EVERYTHING IN

Dry Goods,

Clothing.
Furnishing Q ods.

treat.

SPECIALTY OF

Ladies' and Children's

SHOES
The Big Store With Little Prices.

Cap-lta- n

E. J. POST-.

;

CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. McINTOSH,

Proprietors.

hardware;

Sc.

Buckeye

day.
Mrs. J. S. Trimble is still confined
to her bed, but is slowly improving.
The city council will meet in regu-

Mowers

meeting tonight.
Otero was a passenger
for Santa Fe last night.
Simon Stern is spending, a few days
lar

y

semi-monthl-

hon.

M. S.

in Socorro.

For Over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by
millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,'
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

COCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXODCX

I

e

EN'S SHOES

c
LOST College pin marked A. E.
Swanson 97 on back. Return to At

Tbeleen's barber shop for reward.
o

Headquarters for fruits of all kinds.
For preserving fruits come to us, we
have the largest assortment in tne
city. The Jaffa Grocery company.

We have just

added several new

lines of light weight footwear

o

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Berries of all kinds in large quantities andcheap the large and juicy
kind. 1 he Jaffa Grocery company.
o
Subscribe tor Th Dally CPlzeo

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H.

0

Bro CKtoK'

NOW,

South Second street few doors
north of rtstofflea.

Ma ss.

209

.

GENTLEMEN1

Our selection of over two thonsand
spring samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
and fulldresb suits, are ready tor
your inspection. Our tailoring and
levies are unexcelled and the prices
tain. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street

COMMERCE

$841,000.21

LIABILITIES.
Capital paid In
Undivided profits
Deposits

$ 72,400.00

BEST$35SHoe in

the world.

ST

t

We consider the Douglas the
best popular priced shoe in the
world. We also carry the Hanan
shoe, which is the finest of alL

SIMON STFRNjhe

R. R. Ave. Clothier

Territory of New Mexico, )
)
County of Bernalillo.
I, W. S. Strlckler, vice president and
cashier of the above named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement 'is true to the best of my

Men's Fine Shirt Waists,
formerly sold for 12.00,. $2.25

know-lecir- e

and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
Vice President and Cashier,
Sworn to before me this 5th day of

and $2.50

t

YOUR CHOICE WHILE THEY

July,

LAST ONLY $1.75.

1902.

Correct Attest:
'

R. M. MERRITT,
Notary Public.

SOLOMON LUNA.
WM. McINTOSH,
M. S. OTERO,
'

Directors.

coococoocoocaDooc

Whitney

,1

Company

19,637.93
748.962.28
$841,000.21

NOW ONLY

L WASHBURN.

;;

s,

$590,621.06
7.7S8.98
3,928.47
Furniture and fixtures
Duo from other banks
172.842.tiO
.
65,175.64
Cash on hand
643.46
Internal Rev. Stamp a ext..

$2.50.

'

r

Loans and Discounts
Real estate

All

E.

Rev. Mandalar), the popular priest
of the Church of Immaculate Conception, was a south bound passenger last
night, and he expects to be absent a
week or ten days. He goes to Las Cru-cewhere he attends tfle sisters' re-

RESOURCES.

150 Pairs Men's Tan Shoes
Pingree & Smith's make, former
price $4.00 and $5.00

YOUR

.i VL,

brarian.

of
Albuquerque. New Mexico,
At the close of Business July 3rd, 1902.

Mid

t

ing had a delightful trip, the beauties
of the canyon coming up to expectations.' Miss May McDonald, who has
been spending the past week at the
canyon, is now visiting friends at
Winslow.
Mies Nellie M. Wetter and sister,'
Miss Alice, left yesterday on a summer's visit to their old home In Pennsylvania. During Miss Wetter's absence, Miss Mary Stingle will have
chargb of the public library as Its li-

o'clock.

BANK
ask

--

Mrs. S. W. White, Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
in. the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short Bartlett, Miss Marie Wine heck and
White returned this morning
orders. 5 cents pp. Ill North First Charlie
from a few days' visit at the Grand
street
Canyon of Arizona They report hav
your parcels ana baggage delivered
by tae Parcel Delivery to any part of
Report of the Condition
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue,
of the
Automatic phone No. 202.

1

this

in nvmui

un

THE" ALIJDUU EKCJUH. liAib I

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

J

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE X
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.
X

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
PLUMBERS
113115-11- 7

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
AND TINNERS.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

South First street.
Phones: AuL 213; Bell,

Albuquerque, N.
85.

11.

1

